
INTRODUCTION 


Cerebral babesiosis is an important, rare and rapidly fatal manifestation of Babesia canis 

infection in dogs. Numerous case studies have been published describing the disease and 

its pathology (5,56,63,65,66). Griffiths described cerebral babesiosis in 1922 (24) from 12 

cases and van der Lugt and Jardine described 17 cases in 1994 (80). Experimental studies 

of canine babesiosis have failed to reproduce cerebral babesiosis as it is seen clinically 

(54,68). Jardine (39) investigated the ultrastructure of canine babesiosis but was unable to 

demonstrate morphological features of erythrocytes equivalent to those observed in 

cerebral malaria or bovine cerebral babesiosis (such as knobs, stellate processes or 

scalloping). 

There are no published large-scale investigations of cerebral babesiosis in dogs, either of 

clinical, pathological or ultrastructural aspects of the disease. The relationship between 

clinical neurological signs and central nervous lesions is unknown. The role of the parasite 

in the development of cerebral disease is poorly understood. The causative organism is not 

conclusively identified, as B. canis has three sub-species. It is not known whether B. canis 

rossi is the only subspecies in southern Africa, and whether it expresses antigenic 

variability as does Babesia bovis (62) and Plasmodium falciparum (77). There is a very real 

possibility that cerebral babesiosis in dogs may be the best candidate for an animal model 

of cerebral malaria, but it has not as yet been possible to reproduce canine cerebral 

babesiosis experimentally. The pathogenesis is poorly understood . It is not known what 

influence the host's immune system has on determining survival. Immune complex 

deposition and activation of specific sub-populations of lymphocytes may be important 

factors influencing fatality. A better understanding of the pathogenesis may increase the 

survival rate of dogs suffering from cerebral babesiosis and in the long term, may help 

children suffering from cerebral malaria. 

I investigated the pathology of central nervous disease in canine babesiosis. A large-scale 

study of gross lesions (56 cases) and histopathology (54 cases) was undertaken. Lesions 

were classified according to their morphology. A small ultrastructural study (7 cases) was 

conducted to establish whether erythrocytic changes similar to those seen in cerebral 

malaria and bovine cerebral babesiosis were present. The pathogenesis of cerebral 

babesiosis was interpreted in terms of the lesions observed. 

 
 
 



LITERATURE REVIEW 


Haemoparasitic protozoa of the genus Babesia are known to infect numerous host animals, 

including cattle, other domestic and wild ruminants, felidae, equidae, various species of 

rodents and man (67) . In most host animals, lesions typical of a haemolytic syndrome are 

present and the case fatality rate is low provided treatment is instituted: Clinical findings 

associated with infection are highly variable and can include fever, haemolysis, anaemia, 

increased respiratory rate , splenomegaly, occasional hepatomegaly, swelling of lymph 

nodes, icterus and haemoglobinuria (30,34,45,47,67,83) . 

Canine babesiosis is caused by Babesia canis . There are three known variants of the 

organism , which are presumed to be distinct subspecies: B. canis canis , B. canis vogeli 

and B. canis rossi (78). The disease is widespread in the tropical and sub-tropical regions 

of the world (67). It has been recorded from Central and South America , the southern 

United States of America, Africa, southern Europe, Asia and Australia (67). It is a gradual 

wasting disease, not necessarily fatal , and survivors develop a carrier state (67,79) . This 

typical form of the disease is recorded from most parts of the world and can be caused by 

B. canis canis, which is apparently more virulent than B. canis voge/i (73) . However, in 

Africa in particular, a very severe, complicated and fatal form of the disease, thought to be 

caused by B. canis rossi (51,71,78), frequently develops. 

Typical babesiosis may be acute, subacute or chronic (30) . It may present as severe or 

mild disease, and can be fatal at any stage of its progression (36,54,60,67 ,79) . The 

mechanisms by which babesiosis is fatal , vary with the progression of the disease (54,56). 

In the more acute stages, severe lung oedema, anaemia and hypoproteinaemia (56) can 

lead to respiratory failure (54). In protracted disease, hypovolaemic shock as a result of 

anaemia ultimately leads to death (54) . Infection appears to be more severe in puppies and 

young dogs than in adult dogs (24,34,54,79) . In the United States of America and Australia 

adult animals may become carriers and suffer recurrent relapses, but death is seldom 

recorded (54,67). This type of disease manifestation is associated with B. canis voge/i and 

B. canis canis infections (73). 

In addition to the well-documented acute to subacute haemolytic form of canine 

babesiosis(30,54) , a number of unusual manifestations (atypical forms) have been reported 

in France (16,56) and Africa (36,55,56,60,65,66). Moore and Williams (60) suggested that 
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babesiosis be categorised clinically as either uncomplicated or complicated disease. This is 

in contrast to the traditional post mortem classification of typical or atypical disease. The 

older terminology (typical and atypical forms) was derived from English translations of the 

original French (16) and is currently used as a descriptive term in the pathology of canine 

babesiosis. The more recent alternative terminology (uncomplicated or complicated 

disease) is used clinically (5,6 ,16,34,36,52,63,65,66,80). "Typical and atypical" will be used 

to refer to necropsy findings and "complicated and uncomplicated" will be used to refer to 

clinical findings. 

It must be stressed that not all complicated/atypical forms are always present in all cases. 

Usually there is involvement of more than one organ, the exact combinations being highly 

variable from case to case (24,54,55,56,67,68) . In complicated cases, failure of a single 

organ or organ system may predominate, while in others, multiple organ failure is present 

(36,56,60) . In the majority of cases suffering from uncomplicated disease, the spleen, 

lymph nodes, liver and kidneys are affected to a greater or lesser extent (30). Failure of 

organs such as the liver, lungs, kidneys , heart, musculature, pancreas, gastro-intestinal 

tract, central nervous system or combinations thereof lead to the development of 

complicated or atypical disease. Disturbances in the circulatory system are thought to 

cause the haemoconcentration form of the disease, or the oedema form (36,56,60) . 

Abnormalities of coagulation and immune mediated haemolytic anaemia have also been 

reported (36). 

In the first quarter of this century, clinical neurological signs associated with canine 

babesiosis (then termed piroplasmosis) were observed by researchers from France (16) 

and Africa (24) . Reports from Africa included both central (5 ,6,16,24 ,36,60,63,65,66,36) 

and peripheral (55,56,60,68,80) nervous disorders of canine babesiosis . Griffiths 

categorised canine babesiosis into five different groups, one of which was "pseudo-rabies" 

or cerebral babesiosis (24). In 1947, Purchase (66) published observations of high cerebral 

parasitaemias in sections from dogs dying of suspected rabies , Purchase termed this form 

of disease cerebral babesiosis. 

Sasson and Pienaar (5) described the lesions of canine cerebral babesiosis from two 

cases. Piercy (65) described bilaterally symmetrical haemorrhages in the cerebrum of a 

dog that died peracutely of babesiosis, Cerebral ecchymoses were not reported by 

Purchase (66) , Malherbe and Parkin (56) or Okoh (63). 
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The two primary microscopic changes associated with canine cerebral babesiosis include 

accumulation of parasitised erythrocytes in cerebral capillaries (5,63,65,66) and malacia 

with haemorrhage ranging in size from petechiae (5,65,66,80) through ecchymoses to 

suggillations (5,60). Peripheral parasitaemia may be high or low in canine cerebral 

babesiosis (65,66). 

Canine cerebral babesiosis was defined in 1965 as an atypical manifestation of babesiosis 

that is characterised by the following: nervous symptoms, sludging of parasitised 

erythrocytes in the smaller vessels and capillaries of the brain, and referable lesions (5) . 

The presence of bilaterally symmetrical haemorrhage and malacia in the cerebral cortex is 

considered to be the hallmark of cerebral babesiosis (5). Purchase (66) was the first to 

publish a description of canine cerebral babesiosis. He made three important 

histopathological observations: 

1). Vessels were packed with parasitised erythrocytes; 

2). An uneven distribution of capillary filling was present; 

3). There was no localised cellular reaction to the parasites by the host. 

Purchase made no mention of haemorrhage, and it must be assumed that this was not 

present in the sections he examined. 

Basson and Pienaar (5) described the macroscopic lesions of canine cerebral babesiosis 

from two cases . The cerebral lesions of both cases were similar, and included severe 

congestion , mild oedema, and roughly bilaterally symmetrical haemorrhages in the cerebral 

cortex, dentate nucleus and caudate nucleus. Piercy (65) described bilaterally symmetrical 

haemorrhages in the cerebrum of a dog that died peracutely of babesiosis. Thrombosis of 

small arteries, causing areas of necrosis, was observed in a case report by Botha (6), who 

also observed liquefactive necrosis and extensive haemorrhages in the cerebral 

substance. The lesions observed by Botha may have been a consequence of diamidine 

toxicity (61). In contrast, cerebral ecchymoses were not reported by Purchase (66), 

Malherbe and Parkin (56) or Okoh (63). 

Microscopic lesions reported in canine cerebral babesiosis are variable . In the majority of 

cases sludging of parasitised erythrocytes in the smaller vessels of the brain is considered 

a significant finding (5,54,63,65,66) and is also reported from B. bovis infection in cattle 

(14,17) . Petechial haemorrhage is frequently observed (5,65,66,80) and perivascular 

haemorrhages are particularly noted in the cerebral cortex (5,80). Larger haemorrhagic 
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lesions have a tendency to be bilateral and symmetrical (5,65), involving the cerebral 

cortex (5,60) cerebellum and occipital lobes (60). Fibrin thrombi were reported by Moore 

and Williams (60). Margination of parasitised erythrocytes (pRBCs) in larger veins was 

observed by Basson and Pienaar (5) and layering of pRBCs along the endothelium of 

blood vessels was reported by Maegraith et al. (54). 

Basson and Pienaar (5) also reported: Severe, diffuse, cerebral congestion and oedema; 

homogeneous, eosinophilic material in the Virchow-Robbins (VR) spaces; infiltration of the 

perivascular spaces by neutrophils or mononuclear cells; degenerative and necrotic 

changes in the neuropil; Babesia parasites free in the lumen of capillaries or in tissues; glial 

cells showing increased cytoplasmic volume and protein droplets in the VR-spaces or in 

vessel walls . 

Siudging of parasitised erythrocytes in the smaller vessels of the brain has been reported 

in the absence of neurological signs in babesiosis (5,54,63). It has been suggested that 

microvascular obstruction may result from parasitic emboli (11) , in keeping with theories of 

the pathogenesis of cerebral malaria (18). 

The pathogenesis of cerebral babesiosis is poorly understood . Factors that may playa role 

in the development of lesions include hypoxia (5 ,54), increased vascular permeability 

(54,55,56,68) microvascular obstruction (11,60) and infarction (5,60). 

Maegraith et al. (54) demonstrated that even in the presence of severe anaemia in 

babesiosis, the blood was still capable of delivering an adequate supply of oxygen to the 

brain, and brain hypoxia was not demonstrable in their cases . In the presence of anaemia 

the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood is still sufficient to sustain life (23,54). An 

additional factor such as pulmonary insufficiency (hypoxic hypoxia) is required, for cerebral 

hypoxia to develop (23) . Changes in pH and other physiological disturbances associated 

with inflammation may adversely influence the ability of haemoglobin to release oxygen in 

babesiosis infections (50). 

Selective vulnerability of neurons is used to explain the distribution of neuronal ischaemic 

cell change following cerebral hypoxia (23). It is well documented in numerous species: rat 

(10), Rhesus monkey (7) and other mammalian species (42) . The causes of ischaemic cell 

change are multiple, including various mechanisms of hypoxia, hypoglycaemia, cytotOXicity 
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and intoxication (8). Selectively vulnerable sites in the brain include Sommer's sector and 

the end folium of the hippocampus, the putamen and amygdala, laminae III, V and VI of the 

cerebral cortex, cerebellar Purkinje cells and basket cells of the cortex, and the border 

zones of arterial territories. Ischaemic cell change occurs more rapidly in the floors and 

sides of sulci than in the crests of gyri (23). 

Selective vulnerability of neurons is explained by several mechanisms. Some sites are 

vulnerable to hypoxic injury during hypotension (border zones), while other sites develop 

injury as a result of a proposed biochemical vulnerability to hypoxia (Purkinje cells, basket 

cells) (23) . 

It is thought that laminar cortical necrosis and total cortical necrosis develop as a 

consequence of microvascular injury (44). The capillaries supplying layers V and VI are 

thought to be highly susceptible to hypoxic injury, while layer IV, which is more resistant, 

has a much higher capillary density (44). Capillaries in the depths of sulci are the first sites 

to show impaired filling in experimentally-induced cerebral infarction in the cat (44). 

In babesiosis of cattle, hypotension has been suggested as an important predisposing 

factor leading to erythrostasis of pRBC (14,72) . A sudden significant drop in blood pressure 

has been shown to cause hypoxic injury to neurons in the border zones of arterial 

territories in some species (23). This suggests that hypotension in canine babesiosis, albeit 

insufficient in the majority of cases to induce cerebral hypoxia, may predispose to 

margination and stasis of pRBC , allowing a nidus of microvascular obstruction to develop 

more readily in border zones than in other regions of the brain. 

It is extremely difficult to produce cerebral infarction in dogs, because of the tremendous 

efficiency of the collateral blood supply (22,46,76,85). Simultaneous surgical occlusion of 

the internal carotid artery, the middle and rostral cerebral arteries and the posterior 

communicating artery on the right side, allows consistently reproducible unilateral infarction 

in the thalamus. At least six arteries on one side of the circle of Willis have to be occluded 

to induce unilateral cerebral mantle infarction in the dog (76). This suggests that significant 

cerebral infarction in babesiosis would have to occur in large arteries in order to produce 

the extensive lesions observed in the majority of cases. Alternatively, venous infarction 

may playa role in lesion development (23). 
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Cerebral infarction is defined as a volume of tissue within which all cell bodies (neuronal 

and glial), blood vessels (arteries, veins and capillaries) and nerve fibres (myelinated and 

non-myelinated) have undergone necrosis as a result of a reduction in blood flow (23). 

Infarction may occur as a consequence of arterial or venous obstruction, or following a 

critical reduction in blood flow. Ischaemic infarction occurs as a consequence of arterial 

obstruction (23). Haemorrhagic infarction may occur in three ways: by reperfusion following 

migration of an arterial embolus (haemorrhagic transformation of infarction), by partial 

intermittent arterial occlusion , and by venous occlusion (44,49). 

Histologically, cerebral infarction is recognisable within the first 4 - 6 hours following 

occlusion, and is characterised by coagulative necrosis of all tissue elements. Dead 

neurons have intensely eosinophilic vacuolated cytoplasm and their nuclei stain poorly with 

haematoxylin. With increasing time, cellular staining deteriorates and neuronal ghost cells 

are barely discernable. No selective vulnerability of neurons is noted , and the process of 

neuronal necrosis is thought to be distinct from the ischaemic cell process. In the capillary 

bed there is ultrastructural evidence of early necrosis and swelling of endothelial cells, and 

after 2 days the capillary bed can no longer be identified. Larger vessels may be 

identifiable several weeks after infarction. Pale myelin staining and swelling ofaxons and 

myelin sheaths develop between 16 and 24 hours following infarction (23) . 

Ischaemic infarction in the canine brain has been induced experimentally (85). The four

artery occlusion model has been used in the dog to induce ischaemic thalamic infarction 

(46) . Haemorrhagic infarction secondary to ischaemic infarction following reperfusion into 

an area where neuronal injury is already apparent (49), is termed haemorrhagic 

transformation of infarction. 

A critical period of 3 to 12 hours of vascular occlusion fOllowed by reperfusion , is necessary 

for the occurrence of haemorrhagic transformation of infarction in the dog (46). With less 

than 3 hours of occlusion, vascular injury is insufficient to allow extravasation of 

erythrocytes, so haemorrhagic transformation does not occur in under 3 hours of infarction. 

Haemorrhagic transformation of infarction is less likely to occur after prolonged ischaemia 

in excess of 12-24 hours, as necrotic debris and neutrophils obstruct the vessels in the 

ischaemic site, and blood is unable to enter the damaged area (46) . After 3 to 6 hours of 

total arterial obstruction, ultrastructural features of endothelial injury progress from swelling 

of endothelial cells and pericytes in the early stages, to destruction of the tight junction at 6 
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hours. After 12 hours of occlusion, erythrocytes can be observed in the gaps between 

widened tight junctions. A rapid rise in regional cerebral blood flow following the end of the 

period of occlusion suggests that haemorrhagic transformation occurs in the first half hour 

following reperfusion (46). Haemorrhagic infarction was not induced experimentally unless 

the duration of vascular occlusion was at least 3 hours. This correlates well with findings 

suggesting that impairment of vascular function during ischaemia only develops after at 

least 3 hours and is more pronounced after 6 hours (44). Three hours is the approximate 

duration of ischaemia required to induce microvascular injury with increased vascular 

permeability (35) or reduced vascular filling (44). The most vulnerable vessels are the 

capillaries in the depths of sulci in the cerebral cortex, which show homogeneous loss of 

filling by 6 hours (44). However, morphological endothelial injury is not demonstrable at the 

ultrastrucural level even after 6 hours of ischaemia (82) although total loss of capillaries is 

present at 48 hours (23). The first morphological signs of neuronal injury, namely 

microvacuolation of neuronal cytoplasm, can be demonstrated 15 to 30 minutes after the 

onset of ischaemia if tissue is fixed by perfusion (7,8,10). lschaemic cell change can 

develop very rapidly. It is appreciable in rodent tissue after as little as 15 - 30 minutes of 

survival time following an ischaemic insult (9). After 4 -12 hours of ischaemia, ischaemic 

cell change with and without incrustations and early homogenising change can be 

observed in sections (23). lschaemic cell change with incrustations can be seen as early as 

30 minutes of survival time following an ischaemic insult in the rat, and 90 minutes in non

human primates (9). This type of change can persist in large neurones of the rat up to 24 

hours and up to 48 hours in the monkey (9). Homogenising cell change has been observed 

after only 4 hours of survival in the rat, and can persist up to 21 days following hypoxia in 

this species. The same change fades more rapidly following infarction (7 - 10 days) (9). In 

the non-human primate, homogenising cell change persists for about 10 days (9). 

Koshu et al.(46) showed that haemorrhagic transformation of infarction is dependent on a 

post-ischaemic rise in cerebral blood flow following reperfusion . A no-reflow phenomenon 

did not occur in those dogs whose regional cerebral blood flow was monitored in his study. 

In venous infarction, venous flow is halted, and back-damming of blood occurs in the 

region drained by the obstructed vein (23). This type of lesion gives rise to severe, locally

extensive haemorrhage in the injured neuropil. 

Occlusion of superficial cortical veins induces unilateral lesions involving the cortex and 

subcortical structures. Occlusion of internal cerebral veins cause infarcts that are deep
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seated, bilateral and close to the midline. Occlusion of the superior saggital sinus is 

accompanied by extensive bilateral subcortical haemorrhage and malacia of the frontal 

and parietal lobes in particular. In adults, perivenous ring haemorrhages are present 

histologically, while in infants and young children , confluent myelin breakdown and even 

liquifaction of white matter, is seen with sparing of cortical tissue and basal ganglia. 

Infections and dehydration have been identified as predisposing factors for intracranial 

venous infarction , but causative associations between thrombosis and the presumptive risk 

factors have rarely been demonstrated (21). 

In cats, permanent occlusion of the middle cerebral artery resulted in lesions in cortical 

capillaries only. Temporary occlusion of the artery resulted in 6 animals (60%) showing 

capillary injury in the white matter, 2 of which had lesions restricted to white matter. 

Additionally, capillaries in certain cortical sites may be more vulnerable to fluctuations in 

blood flow, than subcortical capillaries, paricularly with respect to grey and white matter. 

Flow rates in grey matter are higher than in white matter (44). 

The pathogenesis of the lesions seen in atypical forms of babesiosis is uncertain. It has 

been suggested that the pathogenic mechanisms involved in malaria and babesiosis may 

be similar (12,36.47,54). Ultrastructural studies of cerebral malaria and bovine babesiosis 

have demonstrated changes in the structure of the erythrocyte membranes, and the 

endothelial surfaces, which may be responsible for the sequestering behaviour of 

parasitised erythrocytes in these diseases. A single ultrastructural case report of Babesia 

canis infection (wild dog - Lycaon pictus) has been published (13) . Erythrocyte 

plasmalemmal abberances such as knobs or stellate projections (2) were not observed. 

Microvascular obstruction has long been thought to be an important pathogenic factor in 

babesiosis. Brumpt (11) suggested that sludging of parasitised erythrocytes in 

microvessels was the primary factor influencing the development of cerebral babesiosis. 

Moore and Williams suggested that disseminated intravascular coagulation (OIC) gave rise 

to complications in babesiosis, including cerebral lesions (60). 

Jacobson and Clarke (36) discussed the pathogenesis of complicated canine babesiosis, 

drawing attention to the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) , multiple organ 

dysfunction syndrome (MODS), and the possible role of tumour necrosis factor (TNF) and 

nitric oxide (NO) in the development of disease. In particular, raised levels of cerebral nitric 
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oxide were suggested as a possible cause of reversible coma without residual effects in 

cerebral babesiosis (12). 

Canine cerebral babesiosis has some clinical and morphological similarities to human 

cerebral malaria (36,54,55,66), Plasmodium berghei yoelii infection in mice (4), 

Plasmodium knowlesi malaria in Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) (32) and cerebral 

babesiosis in cattle. It has been suggested that the pathogenic mechanisms involved in 

malaria and babesiosis may be similar (12,36,54,63) . Electron microscopic studies of brain 

sections of malaria and bovine babesiosis cases have demonstrated changes in the 

structure of the erythrocyte membranes, and the endothelial surfaces, which may be 

responsible for the behaviour of parasitised erythrocytes in these diseases. An 

ultrastructural study of the pulmonary vasculature in mice infected with the WA1 strain of 

Babesia showed endothelial cell hyperplasia with intact tight junctions (28). 

Adherence of parasitised erythrocytes to one-another, to unparasitised erythrocytes and to 

endothelium, has been observed in cattle infected with Babesia bovis (3,64,84), Rhesus 

monkeys infected with Plasmodium knowlesi (32) and humans infected with Plasmodium 

falciparum (1,53,64). The interaction between parasitised erythrocytes (pRBCs) and 

endothelium is termed sequestration and refers to the sequestration of pRBCs in capillaries 

and small caliber vessels within organs. Long, slender connecting strands between 

adjacent parasitised erythrocytes have been described from ultrastructural stUdies of 

bovine babesiosis (84). Stellate projections on the surface of erythrocytes (elliptical 

protrusions) were observed to effect adhesion between parasitised erythrocytes and 

endothelium in cerebral babesiosis of cattle (3). Aikawa et at. (1) described knobs on the 

membranes of erythrocytes infected with P. falciparum, which act as focal junctions of 

attachment to the endothelium. 

Attachment of erythrocytes to endothelial cells and erythrocyte agglutination, are not 

confined to the brain in malaria and babesiosis. Gutierrez et a/. (25) demonstrated 

adhesion of parasitised erythrocytes to the endothelium of the lungs of Aotus monkeys 

experimentally infected with Plasmodium falciparum. Colly and Nesbit (13) demonstrated 

intravascular agglutination of B. canis-infected erythrocytes in pulmonary blood vessels of 

a captive-bred wild dog (Lycaon pictus) . 
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In addition to binding with other cells, erythrocytes undergo certain morphological changes 

in bovine babesiosis and cerebral malaria. Lipid peroxidation of erythrocyte membranes 

may influence rigidity and deformability of the red cell. Lipid peroxidation is induced by free 

radicals and has been implicated in causing the microvascular stasis characteristic of B. 

bovis infection (14). Decreased vitamin E levels could result in increased erythrocyte 

membrane lipid peroxidation, leading to loss of deformability of the erythrocyte, with 

consequent capillary pooling (86) . Oxidative reactions following release of TNF in malaria 

and babesiosis could cause lipid peroxidation of erythrocyte membranes (12) . 

Ultrastructurally visible projections of the plasmalemma of endothelial cells (endothelial 

pseudopodia) , which extend into the vascular lumen as long, slender projections, have 

been observed in cases of falciparum malaria in man (53). Similar endothelial pseudopodia 

have been described in the cerebellum of chickens fed a diet high in linoleic acid and low in 

vitamin E (86), and in Rhesus monkeys infected with Plasmodium knowlesi (32). 

It has been shown that adherence of erythrocytes to one another and to the endothelium 

can occur in response to a decrease in circulatory flow rate (14) . Increased membrane

bound haemoglobin, hypotension of acute infection, and altered plasma components are 

thought to contribute to decreased circulatory flow rate. The plasma components most 

likely to influence this, are fibrin and cryoglobulins (14) . A decrease in circulatory flow rate 

would decrease oxygen delivery to the tissue, increasing the risk of capillary endothelial 

hypoxia and conversion of xanthene dehydrogenase to xanthene oxygenase (33). 

Xanthene oxygenase converts available oxygen to superoxide which , under normal 

conditions, would be neutralised by vitamin E and other radical scavengers (20,33). Injury 

to tissue as a consequence of ischaemia, is thought to occur following reperfusion , and is 

mediated by oxygen free radicals such as superoxide, but also hydroxyl radicals (20) . 

Although lipid peroxidation is a prominent manifestation of oxidative cell injury, iron

dependent nonperoxidative mechanisms of oxidative cell injury have been described (19) . 

Mitochondrial damage is the biochemical basis of the nonperoxidative mechanism of 

oxidative cell injury, in which irreversible cell injury develops in the absence of detectable 

lipid peroxidation (19). Iron-dependent nonperoxidative mechanisms of oxidative injury are 

thought to occur as a consequence of loss of mitochondrial energization such as 

ischaemia, while peroxidative mechanisms function in reperfusion injury (19). Other effects 

of free radical reactions include dyserythropoiesis, intravascular haemolysis and 

intravascular fibrin precipitation (14) . Rapid and progressive decline in thrombocyte levels 

has been associated with endotoxin administration (17) . 
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The possibility that canine cerebral babesiosis could be used as an experimental model for 

human cerebral malaria , has been the primary driving force behind research in the former 

disease (54,68). Before this possibility can be realized , much work will be required to gain 

an understanding of the mechanisms of canine cerebral babesiosis. It is only when critical 

aspects of the pathogenesis are fully understood, that it will be possible to develop an 

experimentally repeatable canine model of cerebral babesiosis for cerebral malaria. 

Determining which aspects are critical will form the framework for future research in 

babesiosis, and at the present level of understanding it is not possible to predict which , if 

any, of the factors influencing the pathogenesis of cerebral babesiosis , are critical to the 

development of cerebral disease. 

A good fundamental understanding of pathogenic mechanisms in babesiosis will lead to 

improved therapeutic and prophylactic approaches to the disease. Research in the canine 

host may also have some useful applications in the bovine host. 

Research objectives 

The aims of this study were: 

1). To describe the cerebral lesions of canine babesiosis at the macroscopic and 


light-microscopic level. 


2). To determine what ultrastructural pathology is present in canine cerebral babesiosis , and 

whether changes are comparable or not to those seen in either bovine cerebral babesiosis 

or cerebral malaria in man. 

3). To improve current understanding of the pathogeneSiS of cerebral babesiosis 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

For the purposes of this study, any case positively confirmed as suffering from babesiosis with 

concurrent central nervous signs, cerebral lesions at necropsy, or both, was classified as 

cerebral babesiosis. Cases were excluded if other possible causes for neurological signs or 

cerebral lesions were present. Babesiosis cases lacking central nervous involvement were 

classified as controls. 

GROSS AND HISTOPATHOLOGY 

Case selection 

Sequential clinical cases of babesiosis that died and were registered for necropsy at the 

Department of Pathology, Faculty of Veterinary Science, were initially included in the study. 

Case submissions from 1996, 1997 and 1998 were sampled. The original sample was then 

divided into two groups. The first group included all cases that could be classified as 

babesiosis with central nervous involvement (cerebral babesiosis) : babesiosis cases with a 

history of neurological signs and/or lesions of the CNS. Cases of babesiosis that could not be 

classified as cerebral were assigned to the control group (non-cerebral babesiosis). 

Various complicating factors made it necessary to exclude certain cases from the study 

following initial selection. Cases were excluded if they were suffering from intercurrent 

disease, if parasitaemia could not be verified, if CNS lesions could be attributed to a cause 

other than infection with Babesia canis or if neurological signs could be attributed to a cause 

other than infection with B. canis . 

Study design 

A cross-sectional study was done, using sequential cases admitted for necropsy. A single 

blind study was conducted. The main identification number for each case was a PM number 

issued at necropsy. In order to refer back to the necropsy findings after histological 

examination, an S number was attached to the PM number by the laboratory, at registration . 

The history form submitted with the case at necropsy examination, had an F number for 

reference back to the clinical history. 
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In this manner, all relevant information could be kept apart until the histological examination of 

all cases had been completed , and reliably brought together again for the final analysis of all 

cases at the end of the study. Many of the exclusion criteria were based on histological 

findings, and the majority of cases were only excluded at the end of the study. 

Experimental procedure 

A full necropsy was performed on each case. A routine peripheral blood smear was made 

from the ear, to establish whether parasites were present. The whole brain was removed from 

the cranium and a cerebral smear was made from the central region of the marginal gyrus. 

The two halves of the cerebrum were gently separated at the saggital sinus, and an incision 

was made through the corpus callosum into the median area of the lateral ventricles. The 

whole brain was then immersed in 10% buffered formalin . The incision allowed formalin to 

penetrate the lateral ventricles and accelerated the rate of fixation , without unduly distorting 

the cerebral morphology. Duration of fixation was approximately 7 days, depending on the size 

of the brain . Some brains had to be sectioned after 48 hours, for diagnostic purposes, and the 

remaining sections were then returned to the formalin for an additional period of fixation. 

The fixed brain was removed from the formalin , and sites of lesions were recorded on a 

diagram sheet (Appendix A) . Lesions were photographed, if present, and the brain was then 

sectioned and examined for internal lesions. Internal lesions were also recorded on a diagram 

sheet (Appendix A) and then photographed. Additional comments pertaining to unusual 

features of the lesions, were made on the diagram sheets. 

Sectioning 

Brain samples 

A transverse section was made at the parieto-occipital junction, immediately rostral to the 

cerebellum. The cerebellum was sectioned longitudinally with an initial medial cut, and then 

lateral cuts were made at 2-4 mm intervals to left and right of the midline. The two parts of the 

occipital lobe were sectioned transversely, as were the remainder of the cerebrum and mid

brain. The sections were laid out in columns from left to right, the most rostral part of the 

frontal lobe situated in the top left corner, and the most caudal part of the occipital lobe in the 

bottom right corner. The cerebellum was positioned below the other sections, as a bottom row. 

In all cases , true left was on the left, and true right was on the right. The sections were 

therefore viewed "from behind" . 
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The following sections were made from all brains sampled for histopathology: 

1. median cerebellum and brain stem 

2. mid-occipital lobe left 

3. mid-occipital lobe right 

4. rostral colliculus and caudal hippocampus left 

5. rostral colliculus and caudal hippocampus right 

6. parieto-temporal cortex, thalamus and rostral hippocampus left 

7. parieto-temporal cortex, thalamus and rostral hippocampus right 

8. fronto-parietal cortex, thalamus and caudate nucleus left 

9. fronto-parietal cortex, thalamus and caudate nucleus right 

10. mid-frontal cortex left 

11. mid-frontal cortex right 

12. olfactory bulbs 

13. lesions at sites in addition to those routinely sampled 

Spinal cord samples 

The spinal cord was removed from the carcass, suspended in a 2-litre measuring-cylinder and 

fixed in 10% buffered formalin. After fixation, the spinal cords were sectioned transversely at 

2-4 mm intervals. In the cranial intumescence, mid-thoracic and mid-lumbar areas, 2-4 mm 

wide longitudinal sections (length: 1 Omm) were cut. 

Routine samples from the spinal cord were blocked as follows: 

A. mid-cervical and cranial intumescence. 

B. mid-thoracic 

C. mid-lumbar 

D. caudal intumescence and cauda equina. 

Lesions, when present, were blocked according to the appropriate region of the spinal cord . 

Laboratory processing of samples 

All samples were routinely embedded in paraffin wax and sectioned at 6flm thickness using an 

HM 400R Microm sliding microtome. The sections were mounted on glass slides and stained 

with haematoxylin and eosin (Appendix B) . Additional selected sections were stained with 

Giemsa (Appendix B) . 
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Samples for serial sectioning were selected from cases with severe lesions. Six lesions were 

selected (5 cases). The wax blocks were serially sectioned, every 15th section being mounted 

on a glass slide. 

Clinical history 

A full clinical history was obtained either from the clinicians involved with the cases and/or 

from hospital records. Cases that were submitted for necropsy directly by the owner (mostly 

cases that were found dead or had died without a clinical examination) were classified in a 

third group: clinical signs unknown. These last formed a very important subgroup of untreated 

cases . This subgroup also contained those few cases that had died during the clinical 

examination before treatment was given, for which clinical neurological signs were 

documented. 

Data analysis 

Gross lesions were categorised in terms of lesion type (diffuse or multifocal) . A detailed 

examination of haemorrhagic and malacic lesions was made in order to detect distribution 

patterns (Appendix C). Distribution of lesions was classified in terms of the lobes of the brain 

affected, the sulci and gyri involved, and the arterial supply field involved. (See Appendix D for 

the regions of the brain supplied by the cerebral arteries.) 

The histopathology of the brain was described and compared in both cerebral and control 

cases. The control group comprised all cases that could not be classified as cerebral 

babesiosis on the basis of either lesions or clinical neurological signs. 

ULTRASTRUCTURE 

Sampling procedure 

The ultrastructure of seven babesiosis cases was examined. 

Fresh cases (2) 

These cases were selected because they had a history of severe acute babesiosis, and could 

be sampled rapidly after death. The brain was removed from the cranium within 20 minutes of 

death and examined for gross lesions. Samples were taken in and around sites of 

macroscopically visible haemorrhage present in one case. Similar samples were taken from 

the thalamus, cortex and cerebellum in the second case, which had no cerebral lesions 
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(control) . The tissue was cut into 1 mm cubes and fixed in 2,5% glutaraldehyde in 4% of 0.1 M 

Millonig's buffer, within 30 minutes of death. 

Archival cases (5) 

After histological examination, cases were selected for electron microscopic examination. Four 

cases with a range of histopathological changes and one case with overt margination were 

selected . The tissue was retrieved from the paraffin-wax blocks and reprocessed for electron 

microscopy. Case 5 was retrieved directly from formalin-fixed material prior to processing for 

histopathology. 

Processing of samples 

Retrieval of formalin fixed tissue 

Selected samples were cut down to 1 mm cubes and placed in 4% Millonigs phosphate buffer 

for 15 minutes. The samples were then placed in fresh Millonigs phosphate buffer for a further 

15 minutes. Samples were then transferred into glutaraldehyde. 

Retrieval of paraffin wax embedded tissue 

The wax block was melted at low temperature and the tissue retrieved. Selected sites were cut 

into 1 mm cubes and placed into a small casette. The casettes were stored in Xylene (Xylol) 

overnight. The tissue samples were then processed in decreasing concentrations of acetone, 

from 100%, 96%, 70%, 50% down to 25%, stirring slowly. Exposure to each concentration was 

for 15 minutes. The samples were then placed in a 4% solution of Millonigs phosphate buffer 

at pH7,3 for 5 minutes, after which they were placed in glutaraldehyde. 

Processing of tissue samples fixed in 2,5% glutaraldehyde in buffer 

The tissue blocks were washed twice , for 10 minutes, in Millonig's phosphate buffer (pH7,3) 

and post-fixed in osmium tetroxide for 1 - 2 hours. They were then rinsed in buffer and 

distilled water, after which they were passed through a series of increasing concentrations of 

acetone for dehydration (25%, 50%, 70%, 80% , 90%, 95%, 100% - for 15 minutes each) . The 

last step was repeated . Impregnation in resin was done in three stages, increasing the resin to 

acetone ratio from 1:3 (1h) , 1:1 (1h) , 3:1 (overnight) to 100% (1h). The samples were then 

embedded, and polymerised at 45°C for 5 hours, and then at 60°C overnight. All samples 

were examined under the Phillips CM10 transmission electron microscope at the Department 

of Anatomy (Veterinary Faculty) . 
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RESULTS 

Of 145 cases sampled at post mortem, 43 cases (29,7%) were excluded (Appendix E). Of 

the remaining 102 cases , 56 (55%) had involvement of the central nervous system. Grossly 

visible regional lesions were present in 31 of the 56 cases with cerebral involvement (55%), 

while 16 (28,5%) had global lesions. There were 4 cases that had congestive brain swelling 

(increased intravascular fluid volume of the brain, leading to raised intracranial pressure), 8 

that had cerebral pallor and 4 had moderate to severe congestion but not congestive brain 

swelling (Table 1). There were 18 cases (32%) with grossly appreciable oedema. Thirty 

seven (37) cases had a history of neurological clinical signs of which 9 (24%) had no 

significant gross cerebral lesions suggestive of cerebral babesiosis. Ninety-one (91) cases 

were examined histologically, of which 37 (40%) were excluded (Appendix C). Of the 

remaining 54 cases, 32 (59%) had significant histological changes suggestive of cerebral 

babesiosis and 22 cases (41 %) were classified as controls (non-cerebral babesiosis). 

The age range for the study sample was 3 weeks to 17 years , with 52,5% of cases under the 

age of 2 years. The ratio of male to female cases was 1,2: 1 for the whole sample, which 

consisted of 26 different breeds. The breeds with the highest frequency in the sample 

population were Staffordshire bull terriers (12), Maltese terriers (7), German shepherd dogs 

(6), Rottweilers (6) and boerboels (6). 

Changes in the brain could be divided into two broad categories at the histological level: 

those present in both control and cerebral cases and those restricted to cerebral cases. 

Changes common to control and cerebral cases were considered a reflection of systemic 

inflammation in fatal babesiosis. Lesions considered distinctive for cerebral babesiosis 

included congestive brain swelling and multifocal haemorrhage and malacia of the grey 

matter. Cases with microscopiC vascular-associated lesions only, were classified as pre

cerebral in the cerebral group. Cases with cerebral lesions did not necessarily have a history 

of clinical neurological signs. Cases with clinical neurological signs that could not be 

attributed to other causes, and which showed cerebral changes present in controls, were 

classified as cerebral babesiosis on the basis of their history. 
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Table 1. Lesions observed in the canine brain in cerebral babesiosis (n=56). 

LESION FREQUENCY (%) 

GLOBAL LESIONS 16 (28,5) 

Diffuse pallor 8 

Mild to moderate congestion 4 

Congestive brain swelling 4 

REGIONAL LESIONS 34 (61) 

Haemorrhage and malacia 31 

Congestive brain swelling with 

haemorrhage and malacia 2 

Malacia only 1 

OEDEMA 18 (32) 

Mild to moderate oedema 13 

Severe oedema 5 

NO GROSS LESIONS 9 (16) 

Histological lesions only 6 

No morphological changes 3 

LESIONS 

The gross cerebral lesions observed in dogs suffering from babesiosis were classified as 

either global or regional (Table 1). Global lesions affected the brain tissue diffusely. Two 

types of global lesion were observed: congestive and anaemic. (Figures 1 a & 1b) . 

Congestive lesions were divided into two categories: mild to severe diffuse cerebral 

congestion (which could not, on its own be used as a criterion for classifying a case as 

cerebral babesiosis) and congestive brain swelling (which was classified as a lesion 

indicative of cerebral babesiosis) . Anaemic lesions were classified as diffuse cerebral pallor 
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to avoid suggesting a pathogenesis for the changes observed. The presence of diffuse 

cerebral pallor alone could also not be used as a criterion for classifying a case as cerebral 

babesiosis. Regional lesions were characterised by multifocal haemorrhage and malacia. 

and cases with regional lesions were always classified as cerebral babesiosis. Cerebral 

oedema was associated with lesions in 32% of cases, and could be distributed either 

globally (Figure 1 c) or regionally. 

GLOBAL LESIONS 

CONGESTIVE BRAIN SWELLING 

Congestive brain swelling is a process by which intracranial pressure is raised as a 

consequence of a critical increase in the intravascular fluid volume within the cranium . It is 

thought to be a consequence of failure of autoregulation leading to non-responsive 

vasodilation (58). It was observed in 4 cases (Table 1). There was severe diffuse congestion 

of the entire brain with associated oedema (Figure 1a). The severe congestion of the 

microvasculature imparted a homogeneous bright pink colour to the cerebral and cerebellar 

cortex macroscopically ("pink brain" or "cerebral flush") . The larger vessels draining the 

cortex were engorged with blood. The congestion of the medium caliber vessels imparted an 

injected appearance to the cortical surface. The cerebellar cortex was similarly congested. 

Regional lesions were present in 2 of the 4 cases. 

Histologically, these cases showed severe diffuse congestion of the cortical 

microvasculature. The degree of oedema was variable, with severe lesions in the white 

matter tracts and multifocal rarefaction of the cortical neuropil in one case. A second case 

had less severe oedema histologically. The density of parasitised erythrocytes was variable. 

being high in some cases and low in others. Siudging of erythrocytes irrespective of 

parasitaemia was a common finding in the majority of microvessels in these cases. In one 

case, widespread sites of petechial haemorrhage were particularly common in the molecular 

layer (with extension into the underlying layers), in the crests of gyri and floors of sulci . This 

case also showed severe diffuse sludging of erythrocytes within the microvasculature. 

Thrombosis was not demonstrated , hypoxic neuronal changes were rare, and neutrophils 

were not observed. Parasites were absent. A striking feature of a case with associated 

regional lesions was severe congestion of the arterial tree in addition to the more distal 

vasculature. 
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DIFFUSE CEREBRAL PALLOR 

The brain parenchyma was diffusely pale in affected cases (Figure 'I b) although some 

degree of vascular filling of larger vessels (arteries and veins) was usually present. In 7 of 

the 8 cases with cerebral pallor (Table 1), clinical neurological signs were recorded. Table 2 

gives the clinical signs, packed cell volume and antibabesial treatment, where known, of 

these cases. 

Table 2. Cases with a history of clinical neurological signs in which the only apparent lesion 

was severe pallor of the brain. Haemorrhage and malacia were not found in these cases. 

Packed cell volume (PCV) is given where available (n =7). 

S. NUMBER 

1148.96 

PCV 

6 

CLINICAL NEUROLOGICAL SIGNS 

Positive neurological signs 

(unspecified). 

ANTIBABESIAL TREATMENT 

untreated 

205.97 Not 

measured 

Seizures untreated 

231.97 24 Semi-coma Trypan blue 

268.97 8 Opisthotonus, extensor rigidity untreated 

70.98 25 Coma Diminazene aceturate 

105.98 21 Opislholonus, lrembling, collapse. Diminazene aceturale 

475.98 11 Focal seizures, blindness Diminazene acelurale 

Diffuse pallor in association with neurological signs was classified as cerebral babesiosis if 

no other cause for the neurological signs could be identified other than infection with B. 

canis. Internal regional lesions were not found, the brain being diffusely pale in all of these 

cases. Macroscopically visible oedema was not necessarily present. Anaemia (Table 2) was 

demonstrable in only 3 cases. 
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Histological features were found to be similar to fatal non-cerebral babesiosis in 7 of the 8 

cases. The microscopic features of fatal non-cerebral babesiosis included distinctive 

erythrocytic changes, non-specific inflammatory reactions and diffuse endothelial changes . 

The eighth case had pre-cerebral lesions as described in the section on regional lesions. 

HISTOLOGICAL FEATURES COMMON TO CONTROL AND CEREBRAL CASES 

Several morphological features of the brain in fatal babesiosis were observed in both control 

cases and cases with central nervous involvement. These histopathological changes of the 

brain could not be attributed to cerebral babesiosis as they were commonly observed in 

control cases. Table 3 gives the histopathological features of cerebral changes in fatal 

babesiosis. Features distinctive for cerebral babesiosis lesions will be discussed under the 

section on regional lesions. 

Changes in erythrocyte morphology and behaviour, parasitaemia, mild to moderate 

congestion, uneven vascular filling, monocytic leukostasis, endothelial nuclear swelling, 

intravascular fibrin polymerisation and microhaemorrhages were common findings in both 

cerebral and control cases. Red cell changes (RCC) included anisocytosis, haemoglobin 

leaching with erythrocyte ghost formation, erythrocyte squaring in small caliber vessels, 

sludging and parasite invasion. Anisocytosis appeared to be due to both enlargement of 

some erythrocytes and fragmentation of others. Parasitised erythrocytes tended to be 

increased in size and showed an associated loss in haemoglobin staining (haemoglobin 

leaching). Some erythrocytes were so pale due to haemoglobin loss, the cytoplasm was 

barely discernable within the cell membrane. Such erythrocytes are termed ghost cells. 

Erythrocytes sometimes assumed a square shape within microvessels as if the red cell 's 

plasmalemma were fused to the endothelium on opposite sides (erythrocyte squaring 

should not be confused with compression of erythrocytes in capillaries). Apparent fusion of 

the erythrocyte membranes to one-another within vessels gave the appearance of sludging 

within the vasculature. Erythrocyte sludge was most commonly observed between 

unparasitised cells, but parasitised erythrocytes could also be trapped within sludge, as were 

monocytes. Monocytic leukostasis was often associated with sludging of erythrocytes in 

small veins draining the cortex. 
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Table 3: Frequency of histopathological changes in the brain in fatal canine babesiosis. 

Frequencies are given as a percentage of control cases in column 2, as a percentage of 

cases with cerebral involvement in column 3 and as a combined percentage of the total 

number of cases examined in column 4. (N =54) 

CONTROL CASES (%) CASES WITH CEREBRAL 
INVOLVEMENT (%) 

TOTAL (%) 

TOTAL CASES 22 32 54 

RED CELL CHANGES 20 (91) 22 (69) 42 (78) 

MARGINATION ONLY 4 (18) 9 (28) 13 (24) 

MARGINATION AND ADHESION 10 (45) 5 (15.5) 15 (28) 

PARASITES 17 (77) 26 (87.5) 45 (63) 

MULTIPLE PARASITES PER CELL 4 (18) 1 (3) 5 (9) 

MDNOCYTIC LEUKOSTASIS (AGGREGATES) 17 (77) 24 (75) 41 (76) 

MONOCYTOSIS WITHOUT MONOCYTIC 
LEU KOSTASIS 

2 (9) 0 2 (4) 

FOAMY PERICYTES 7 (32) 9 (26) 16 (29.5) 

NEUTROPHILS 7 (32) 27 (84) 34 (63) 

LYMPHOCYTES 7 (32) 4 (12.5) 11 (20) 

PLASMA CELLS 2 (9) 0 2 (3 .7) 

PERIVASCULAR CUFFING 2 (9) 7 (22) 9 (16.5) 

ROD CELL PROLIFERATION 1 (4.5) 2 (6) 3 (5.5) 

COMPOUND GRANULAR CORPUSCLES 1 (4.5) 1 (3) 2 (4) 

GEMISTDCYTES 0 2 (6) 2 (4) 

TYPE 2 ALZHEIMER CELLS 0 10 (31) 10 (16.5) 

ISCHAEMIC CELL CHANGE 1 (4.5) 22 (69) 23 (42.5) 

NEURONAL NECRO SIS OR HOMOGENISING 
CHANGE 

1 (4.5) 12 (37.5) 13 (24) 

CONGESTION 7 (32) 15 (47) 22 (40.5) 

ENDOTHELIAL NUCLEAR SWELLING 15 (66) 21 (65.5') 36 (66.5) 
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CONTROL CASES (%) CASES WITH CEREBRAL TOTAL (%) 
INVOLVEMENT (%) 

SEGMENTAL MICRO-VASCULAR NECROSIS 1 (4 .5) 22 (69) 23 (42.5) 

VASCULITIS 0 11 (34) 11 (20) 

UNEVEN VASCULAR FILLING 10 (45) 9(28) 19 (35) 

OEDEMA OF CORTEX AND/OR SUB 3 (13.5) 24 (75) 27 (50) 
CORTICAL GREY MATTER 

OEDEMA OF SUBCORTEX 5 (23) 15 (47) 20 (37) 

SPINAL CORD INVOLVEMENT 3 (135) 6 (19) 9 (16.5) 

WHITE MATTER INVOLVEMENT 7 (32) 17 (53) 24 (44) 

VASOGENIC OEDEMA 7 (32) 15 (47) 22 (40.5) 

WHITE MATTER RING HAEMORRHAGES 0 2 (6) 2 (35) 

HAEMORRHAGE 13 (59) 32 (100) 45 (83) 

MICRO-HAEMORRHAGE 11 (50) 14 (43) 25 (46) 

PETECHIAL HAEMORRAHGE 2 (9) 22 (69) 24 (44) 

PERIVASCULAR OR RING HAEMORRHAGES 3 (13.5) 10 (31) 13 (24) 

ECCHYMOTIC OR LARGER HAEMORRHAGE 0 23 (72) 23 (42.5) 

EXTRA-VASCULAR FIBRIN POLYMERISATION 0 9 (28) 9 (16.5) 

EARLY LESIONS ONLY 0 5 (1 5.5) 5 (9) 

INTERMEDIATE LESIONS BUT NO ADVANCED 0 4 (1 2.5) 4 (7) 
LESIONS 

ADVANCED LESIONS 0 19 (59) 19 (35) 

NO REGIONAL LESIONS BUT NERVOUS 0 4 (12.5) 4 (7) 
SIGNS CLINICALLY 

CONGESTIVE BRAIN SWELLING 0 1 (3) 1 (2) 

INTRA-VASCULAR FIBRIN POLYMERISATION 10 (45) 9 (28) 19 (35) 

AUTOLYSIS 12 (54.5) 12 (37 .5) 24 (44) 

MILD AUTOLYSIS 5 (23) 3 (9) 8 (15) 

MODERATE AUTOLYSIS 6 (27) 7 (22) 13 (24) 

SEVERE AUTOLYSIS 1 (4.5) 2 (6) 3 (5.5) 
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Parasites were present in the cerebral vasculature in 17 control and 28 cerebral cases. A 

total of 83 % of cases were still positive for parasites at necropsy. Parasites were always 

present in untreated cases and were rarely observed in treated cases. The degree of 

parasitaemia in cerebral microvasculature varied between cases , between sections from the 

same case , and from site to site within individual sections. A striking observation was the 

presence of overwhelming numbers of capillaries densely packed with parasitised 

erythrocytes in odd cases that did not develop any lesions considered suggestive of cerebral 

babesiosis , and did not have any history of clinical neurological signs. 

Capillaries containing a very high percentage of parasitised erythrocytes (pRBC) were 

randomly scattered throughout the cortex in cases with high parasitaemia. Parasitised 

erythrocytes were not consistently associated with lesions, even in untreated cases. The 

density of pRBC within vessels was variable to the extent that, it was sometimes possible to 

examine the majority of sections from a single brain without being able to demonstrate any 

parasites. From such a case , only a single section or a few sections would yield variable 

numbers of parasites in a restricted area. Parasite distribution could be restricted to certain 

areas, such as focally in the sulcal floors of the cortex or in particular lobes. For example: the 

parasite density could be far higher in the frontal lobes than in other parts of the cortex or the 

cerebellum. Multiple parasites per cell were occasionally observed in cases with high 

parasitaemias (9% of all cases) . Eighteen percent of all control cases and 3% of cerebral 

cases had multiple parasites per cell. Up to 16 organisms per cell , were visible in individual 

erythrocytes. 

High densities of pRBC could not be considered the cause of cerebral babesiosis as they 

were present to varying degrees in the majority of fatal cases of babesiosis . They reflect the 

inflammation consequent upon systemic haemoparasitic infection. The majority of changes 

were observed in erythrocytes, or were associated with the vasculature . An inflammatory 

response directed at the parasite or present within the cerebral tissue, was not observed in 

the absence of endothelial injury. 

Erythrocytes showed certain consistent morphological changes (RCC , Table 3) which were 

independent of the presence of parasites within them. The most common changes observed 

were loss of the biconcave shape of the cell, increased cell size and loss of eosinophilia 

(haemoglobin loss). Some erythrocytes appeared to be square rather than spherical or 

biconcave, assuming this shape only in microvessels. Some erythrocytes were observed to 
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have a normal size and shape, contained a pair of well-defined pear-shaped parasites, and 

had a normal , dark-staining (red) haemoglobin content. In cases that received blood 

transfusion therapy, the majority of erythrocytes showed normal morphology. 

Two broad categories of abnormal erythrocyte behaviour were observed: sludging and 

margination/adhesion. Intravascular precipitation of erythocytes with apparent agglutination 

was referred to as sludging. Approximation of pRBCs to the vascular wall was termed 

margination. Flattening of marginated pRBCs along the vessel wall, with extended 

membrane approximation, was termed adhesion. 

A common occurrence in babesiosis is the apparent precipitation of erythrocytes within 

smaller blood vessels (post capillary venules and the venules draining the cerebral cortex) . 

Sludge was composed of a mosaic-like mass of parasitised and unparasitised erythrocytes, 

the appearance being enhanced by variable stainability of the erythrocyte plasma, the 

presence of erythrocyte ghosts and trapped inflammatory cells. In 76% of cases , monocytic 

leukostasis within the vasculature was observed as a consequence of trapping of these cells 

in sludge. Occasionally, other leukocytes such as neutrophils were also present (32% of 

controls). Fibrin strands were observed forming a network between erythrocytes in 35% of 

cases. The frequency of intravascular fibrin polymerisation was higher in control (45%) than 

in cerebral cases (28%) (Table 3). Thrombocytes were not observed. 

Margination was observed in arteries, arterioles and venules. It may have occurred in 

capillaries but this could not be appreciated in vessels with a diameter only fractionally 

greater than that of erythrocytes. It was frequently observed in small caliber venules. 

Margination was present in the absence of apparent adhesion in 24% of all cases. It was 

observed in the majority of sections of a given case, but showed a patchy distribution. 

Margination and adhesion were observed in 45% of control cases, and 15.5% of cerebral 

cases (Table 3) . 

Adherence of pRBC was characterised by flattening of the erythrocyte membrane along the 

endothelium (28%). This caused marked distortion of the erythrocyte shape. Adherent cells 

in small vessels attached to the endothelium on one side only were limpet- or lozenge

shaped. Adherent pRBC in microvessels were frequently square or rectangular in sections 

as a result of attachment to opposite sides of the vessel lumen. Unparasitised erythrocytes 

were also observed to attach to vessel walls. 
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Congestion of small vessels, particularly the capillaries, post-capillary venules and smaller 

veins draining the cortex was seen in 32% of control cases and 47% of cerebral cases. 

Uneven vascular filling in which some micro-vessels were filled with erythrocytes, while 

adjacent vessels were empty, was present in 45% of control cases and 28% of cerebral 

cases (Table 3). 

The nuclei of endothelial cells in the microvasculature were swollen and dark in 68% of 

control cases and 65% of cerebral cases. They projected into the vascular lumen and, in 

capillaries, these enormously enlarged and active nuclei sometimes appeared to obstruct the 

lumen. Endothelial proliferation was rarely observed. 

Monocytic leukostasis was characterised by intravascular aggregates of apparently adherent 

monocytes. Aggregates frequently contained monocytes interspersed with erythrocytes, the 

cell masses appearing to fill the vascular lumen and adhere to the vessel wall. Monocytic 

leukostasis was common to both cerebral and control cases (76%, Table 3) . Monocytosis 

without monocytic leukostasis was characterised by increased numbers of free monocytes 

within the vasculature. This was observed in 2 control cases. In 13% of cases, severe 

neutrophilia was present instead of monocytosis. Lymphocytes (seen in 20% of cases) and 

plasma cells (seen in 4% of cases) were observed far less frequently than monocytes. 

Lymphocytosis was seen in 32% of control cases and in 12% of cerebral cases. 

In many cases, pericytes associated with the post capillary venules and slightly larger 

venules, developed a foamy appearance (29.5% of cases) . The greatly expanded cytoplasm 

of these cells was tinged pale yellow-brown. The nuclei appeared small and dense, 

suggestive of pyknosis. This pericytic reaction was also observed in association with splenic 

microvasculature. It was readily demonstrated in brain smears and was present in both 

cerebral (28%) and control (32%) cases. Rare cellular reactions in babesiosis include 

microglial rod cell reactivity (5%) and development of compound granular corpuscles (4%) 

(Table 3). 

Micro-haemorrhages were observed in 50% of control cases and 43% of cerebral cases 

(Table 3). They were not associated with rarefaction of the neuropil surrounding affected 

vessels , vessel injury, or the presence of inflammatory cells. 
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Intravenous fibrin polymerisation was seen in 45% of control cases and 28% of cerebral 

cases (Table 3). Intravenous fibrin polymerisation was associated with early post mortem 

changes . Homogenising change in neurons with haloes was an indication of advanced post 

mortem change . 

OEDEMA 

Oedema of the brain was found in conjunction with both global (Figures 1 a & 1 c) and 

regional (Figure 4a) lesions and was grossly appreciable in 18 cases (Table 1). Fluid 

accumulation was diffuse within the tissue, imparting a flattened appearance to the contours 

of the sulci and gyri (Figure 4a) . The texture of the tissue was softened. Mild dilatation of the 

ventricles was observed in 5 cases (Appendix C) . Oedema was present in most cases (6/8) 

showing diffuse pallor (AppendiX C). Severe diffuse oedema did occasionally occur, 

particularly in association with the haemoconcentration form of the disease in which 

generalised oedema was sometimes observed and in cases with congestive brain swelling. 

Distortion of the cerebellar profile was observed in 3 cases (Figure 3b). Prolapse of the 

caudal lobe of the cerebellar vermis through the foramen magnum was observed in one case 

(Figure 1c) . 

A fairly common histological observation was the presence of oedema in the white matter 

(40,5%). This lesion appeared to be consistent with vasogenic oedema. Although diffuse 

oedema was rarely observed macroscopically , it was a common microscopic observation . It 

was seen in 47% of cerebral cases and 32 % of controls (Table 3) . Localised oedema of the 

grey matter was consistently associated with regional lesions and is discussed in the 

appropriate section. 
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GROSS FEATURES OF REGIONAL LESIONS 

Multifocal cerebral haemorrhage and malacia (Figures 2, 3 & 4) were the most common 

types of lesion present in cerebral babesiosis (61%). The frequency of distribution of such 

lesions is shown in Table 4 (26 cases). 

Table 4: Distribution of macroscopically visible haemorrhage and malacia in the 


eNS. (n =26). 


SITE FREQUENCY(%) 

CEREBRAL CORTEX 19 (73) 

Gyral crests 15 

Deep sulcal cortex 17 

CAUDATE NUCLEUS 15 (58) 

COLLICULUS 10 (38) 

Rostral colliculus 4 

Caudal colliculus 9 

LATERAL GENICULATE 3 (11,5) 

BODY 

THALAMUS 9 (34) 

HYPOPHYSIS 2 (8) 

PIRIFORM LOBES 3 (11 ,5) 

OLFACTORY TRACT 7 (27) 

CEREBELLUM 13 (50) 

MEDULLA OBLONGATA 3 (11 ,5) 

SPINAL CORD 2 (8) 
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Macroscopically visible haemorrhagic/malacic sites in the brain were seen in all of these 

cases , ranging in size from petechiae to suggillation . The cerebral cortex was more often 

affected than other sites, with rare involvement of the white matter. Haemorrhage was also 

seen in the cerebellar cortex, brain stem, cerebral nuclei, thalamus, olfactory tract, 

hypophysis and spinal cord. 

Although large haemorrhagic lesions were frequently bilateral , they were seldom 

symmetrical. Unilateral lesions, and lesions that predominated on one side of the brain , were 

also seen. In one case, disseminated petechiae and ecchymoses were distributed widely 

through the cerebral cortex. 

Macroscopically appreciable malacia was consistently associated with severe haemorrhage. 

It was most commonly observed in cases with locally extensive haemorrhagic lesions 

(Figures 2-4). In these cases, necrotic sites were located within the areas of haemorrhage. 

Severe malacia was most often observed in the cerebral cortex in the crests of extensively 

haemorrhagic gyri (Figures 2a, 3a, 3b & 4a) . Malacia in the absence of haemorrhage was 

observed in one case although several cases with haemorrhagic lesions also had foci of 

malacia lacking haemorrhage. 

Pale areas of malacia were observed on the periphery of zones of haemorrhage (Figures 2a 

& 2c). Areas of malacia ranged in size from a few millimeters to as much as a centimeter in 

diameter. In larger lesions, cystic spaces were sometimes formed (Figure 3b) . Necrosis of 

the hypophysis (Figure 4a) was present in 2 cases (Table 4). 

DISTRIBUTION OF REGIONAL LESIONS 

The distribution of regional lesions was classified in terms of the anatomical sites of the brain 

that were affected (Table 4), the frequency with which the arterial territories of the respective 

cerebral arteries were affected (Table 5), and the frequency with which different lobes were 

affected (Table 6). 

Table 4 gives the distribution of haemorrhagic/malacic lesions in the central nervous system 

in canine babesiosis. The cerebral cortex was the primary site for lesions (73%). The floors 

and sides of sulci were always affected in lesions involving the cortex. The superficial cortex 

tended to be affected in cases with more extensive lesions, in which cases the crests of gyri 

were involved (Figure 3) . 
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Petechiae in the absence of ecchymoses or larger haemorrhagic lesions were present in the 

thalamus of a single case with congestive brain swelling . Petechiae were more likely to be 

observed in the thalamus, lateral geniculate nuclei, pyriform lobes, brain stem and spinal 

cord than in the cerebral cortices . They were common in the cortex and subcortex of the 

cerebellum. A single case showed disseminated cerebral petechiation (and small 

ecchymoses of 1 mm diameter) over the cortical surface. 

Ecchymoses were often observed as crescent-shaped or circular lesions confined to the 

depths of sulci (Figure 3). Larger haemorrhages extended to the superficial cortical tissue 

(Figures 3 & 4a) . The caudate nucleus, caudal colliculus and olfactory tracts were more likely 

to develop ecchymoses than petechiae. Coalescent areas of ecchymosis were primarily 

seen in the cortical tissue , and often formed haematomas that were associated with malacia 

(Figures 2a, 3a & 3b). 

The cerebellar cortex was affected in 50% of cases with regional lesions (Table 4, Figures 

3a, 3b & 4b). The caudal cerebellar lobe was more frequently involved than the rostral lobe 

with 77% of cerebellar regional lesions involving the vermis. The ventral aspect of the 

cerebellum was more likely to show haemorrhage than the dorsal aspect. Haemorrhage was 

predominantly observed in the cortex, rarely extending into the white matter. The nucleus 

interpositus was affected in one case. Malacia was frequently associated with larger 

haemorrhagic sites (Figure 4b) . In PM1.98, ecchymosis (and malacia) was present in the 

border zone between the rostral and caudal cerebellar arteries. Severe malacia of the grey

white junction was present in PM50.98. 

Of the basal nuclei, the caudate nucleus was most frequently involved (58% of cases, Table 

4) . The rostral part of the caudate nucleus (caput and corpus) was more commonly affected 

than the cauda (Table 4) . Figures 3a, 3b & 4a show bilaterally symmetrical lesions of the 

caudate nucleus. In some instances the lesion was unilateral or bilateral and asymmetrical. 

This site was affected in 6 cases (23%) in which superficial lesions were not present in the 

cerebral cortex. 

Regional lesions were present in the caudal colliculus in 9 of 10 cases with collicular 

involvement. The rostral colliculus was affected in 4 cases, only one of which did not have 

lesions in the caudal colliculus. The lesions in the caudal colliculus tended to be spherical , 3 
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to 5mm in diameter and exclusively haemorrhagic (malacia was not obvious 

macroscopically). In most instances this lesion was bilateral (Figure 3), but unilateral lesions 

were also observed. 

Table 5: Distribution of haemorrhage and malacia in the brain: arterial supply 

territory affected. Figures in square brackets denote frequencies for 

involvement restricted to the respective vessel. (n =26). 

ARTERIAL TERRITORY FREQUENCY(%) 

CEREBRAL HEMISPHERES 

Rostral cerebral artery 16 [1] (61 .5) 

Middle cerebral artery 22 [6] (85) 

Caudal cerebral artery 11 [0](42) 

CEREBELLUM 

Rostral cerebellar artery 6 [4] (23) 

Caudal cerebellar artery 8 [6] (31) 

MEDULLA OBLONGATA 

Vertebral artery 2 [0] (8) 

BORDER ZONES (54) 

CEREBRAL ARTERIES 

Rostral-middle 10 

Rostal-caudal 7 

Middle-caudal 1 

CEREBELLAR ARTERIES 

Rostral -caudal 1 

The lateral geniculate body and piriform lobes had lesions in 11,5% of cases with regional 

lesions (Table 4). These sites were more likely to develop petechial haemorrhages than 

ecchymoses. 

Haemorrhage in the thalamus was seen in 9 cases (Table 4). Lesions tended to be bilateral 

and symmetrical in this site. Under most circumstances, petechiae were present and malacia 
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was rarely seen. Unilateral malacia was present in one case in which ecchymosis was also 

observed (Figure 3b) . Petechiae were noted in the lenticular nuclei. 

The hypophysis was affected in two cases. The first case showed severe congestion with 

associated ecchymosis. The second case had multifocal necrosis of the adenohypophysis in 

addition to congestion and haemorrhage. Figure 4c shows total haemorrhagic infarction of 

the hypophysis. 

Seven cases showed lesions in the olfactory tract. No lesions were observed in the olfactory 

bulb in the cases examined. There were 6 cases in which ecchymoses were observed in the 

olfactory tubercle. The olfactory peduncle was involved in 3 cases. Two of the cases showed 

lesions in both the tubercle and the peduncle. Figure 2c shows a bilaterally symmetrical 

haemorrhagic lesion of the olfactory tubercle . The underlying cortex was not affected. 

Lesions in the olfactory tract were rare by comparison with other sites, and appeared to be 

restricted in size to that of ecchymoses or smaller. 

Regional involvement of the white matter in cerebral babesiosis was rare. Haemorrhage did 

not tend to expand into the white matter unless cortical lesions were very severe. In affected 

cases, coalescent areas of haemorrhage were present, forming sites of suggillation within 

the white matter tracts. Petechiae and small ecchymoses were often situated on the 

periphery of such lesions. 

Isolated petechiae and small ecchymoses were rarely observed in the white matter. 

Individual small sites of haemorrhage, 0.5 to 2mm in diameter, or tiny clusters of minute 

petechiae involving an area less than 1 mm in diameter were occasionally observed in white 

matter tracts of the cerebrum, cerebellum, brain stem and spinal cord. Regional lesions in 

the white matter occurred by extension from severely affected grey matter. 

Regional lesions occurred in the cortical tissues supplied by the middle cerebral artery in 

85% of cases, whereas the frequency of lesions in cortical tissue supplied by the rostral or 

caudal cerebral arteries was 61 % and 42% respectively (Table 5). Lesions were present in 

the border zones of arterial territories in 54% of cases. Lesions were observed in the border 

zones of the rostral cerebral artery in 17 cases of which 10 were peripheral to the middle 

cerebral artery and 7 to the caudal cerebral artery. Lesions confined to border zones were 

rare. Usually they were present in one or more arterial territories adjoining the border area. 
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Table 6: Distribution of multifocal malacic and haemorrhagic lesions in the brain (n =26) . 

Table 6A. Table 68. 

Frequency of haemorrhage and Frequency of haemorrhage 

malacia observed in sulci. and malacia observed in gyri. 

SULCUS FREQUENCY 

Post-cruciate sulcus 7 (32) 

Coronal sulcus 9 (41) 

Ansate sulcus 9 (41) 

Marginal sulcus 5 (23) 

Suprasylvian sulcus 4 (18) 

Ectosylvian su lcus 3 (13,6) 

Endomargina l sulcus 2 (9) 

Ectomarginal sulcus 1 (4,5) 

Splenial sulcus 2 (9) 

GYRUS FREQUENCY 

Sylvian gyrus 1 (4 ,5) 

Suprasylvian gyrus 7 (32) 

Endomarginal gyrus 8 (36) 

Marginal gyrus 6 (27) 

Ectosylvian gyrus 8 (36) 

Ectomarginal gyrus 2 (9) 

Occipita I gyrus 1 (4,5) 

Splenial gyrus 1 (4,5) 

Table 6C. Frequency of haemorrhage in different lobes of the cerebral cortex. 

LOBE CASE FREQUENCY (%) ASSOCIATED SULCI ASSOCIATED GYRI 

Frontal 16 (57) 34 29 

Parietal 14 (50) 38 29 

Temporal 9 (32) 7 8 

Occipital 11 (39) 17 12 
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In the cerebellum, the area supplied by the caudal cerebellar artery (31 %) was 

more frequently affected than that of the rostral cerebellar artery (23%). The 

cerebellar border zone was not affected in any of the cases examined. 

The distribution of regional lesions in the cerebral cortex is given in Table 6. Tables 

6A and 68 give the frequency of lesions around sulci and in gyri respectively. In 

Table 6C the frequency of affected lobes of the cerebrum is given. Regional 

lesions of the sulci were most frequently observed in the frontal (57%) and parietal 

(50%) lobes, with the highest frequencies in the coronal and ansate sulci (41 %). 

The ectomarginal sulcus of the temporal lobe was least frequently affected (4,5%) . 

Peri-sulcal lesions on the surface tended to be restricted to sites where the sulci 

ended , such as the tip of the cruciate sulcus. The sulci could act as a barrier to the 

expansion of lesions, with the crest of one gyrus being affected on one side and 

the opposite gyrus apparently unaffected (Figures 3b & 3c). 

Regional lesions were most frequently observed in the endomarginal and 

ectosylvian gyri (36%), and in the parieto-frontal cortex supplied by the middle 

cerebral artery. The sylvian, occipital and splenial gyri were least frequently 

affected (4,5%). Haemorrhage and malacia of the temporal lobe were usually 

restricted to multifocal ecchymoses, while the frontal lobe often showed locally 

extensive full-thickness cortical haemorrhage involving the depths and sides of 

sulci as well as the gyral crests. Petechial and ecchymotic haemorrhages of small 

extent were usually confined to the floors of sulci. Ecchymoses were also observed 

in the crests of gyri in more severe cases. 

Haemorrhage in the cerebrum occurred more frequently in the frontal (57%) and 

parietal (50%) lobes than in the occipital lobe. These three lobes frequently had 

severe lesions with extension to the surface. The temporal lobe was least 

frequently affected (32%). Haemorrhage occurred more frequently in the rostral 

and dorsal halves of the brain , with ventral and medial lesions involving the 

cerebral cortex occurring rarely. Ventral lesions were most likely to occur along the 

midline, commonly associated with the olfactory tract, hypophysis, piriform lobes 

and cerebellar vermis. Lesions in the temporal lobes tended to be less extensive 

than those in other lobes. 
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THE HISTOLOGICAL FEATURES OF REGIONAL LESIONS 

Haemorrhage in canine cerebral babesiosis shows a close association with the 

vasculature, erythrocytes tending to remain within the VR-space, or as a narrow 

zone around vessels (perivascular haemorrhage). In pre-cerebral cases (in which 

lesions were only discernable histologically) haemorrhages remained largely 

restricted to the VR-spaces. In early lesions, haemorrhage was observed in the 

VR-spaces or in the neuropil surrounding vessels. Erythrocytes were observed to 

collect around vessels, often with a regular zone of erythrocyte-free neuropil 

immediately surrounding a central capillary or venule (Figure 6a and 6c). In 

intermediate to advanced lesions, haemorrhage ranged in size from microscopic 

pericapillary extravasations of erythrocytes, to locally extensive suggillation in the 

neuropil (F igure 5). The lesions show a transition from a subtle , early, localised 

perivascular change, in which oedema predominates (Figure 5b), to an advanced, 

locally extensive change in which haemorrhage and malacia predominate (Figure 

5a & 5c) . In six cases, histological changes suggestive of cerebral babesiosis were 

observed in the absence of macroscopically visible regional lesions. 

EARLY LESIONS ("15,5%, Table ~ ; I-igure 5b) 

The subtlest lesions observed in cerebral babesiosis consisted of minute zones of 

rarefied neuropil in the grey matter, which were readily observed as pale , circular 

areas while scanning under 100x magnification. Closer examination of such sites 

(400x magnification) showed that rarefaction was centered around individual 

microvessels, or in slightly larger lesions, around a cluster of microvessels. These 

sites represented localised areas of perivascular oedema. 

In addition, a homogeneous eosinophilic change in staining properties was 

observed in individual capillaries, post capillary venules and/or small caliber 

venules within the rarefied areas. This finding was interpreted as segmental 

necrosis of the micro-vasculature. It was characterised by partial loss of cellular 

detail of the vessel giving it a smudged appearance, and loss of vessel wall detail 

(Figures 5b) . Extravasation of erythrocytes associated with injured capillaries, as 

well as areas of rarefaction, were convenient methods for detecting segmental 

necrosis in apparently normal neuropil. 

Early lesions were not always associated with segmental micro-vascular necrosis. 

Combinations of oedema, micro-vascular necrosis and microhaemorrhages were 

usually necessary to detect early lesions. Associated neurons always appeared 
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morphologically normal. Neutrophil infiltration was not observed. On the periphery 

of advanced lesions, multiple foci of injury characteristic of early lesions were 

observed, with the distinguishing feature that these sites were infiltrated with 

neutrophils (Figure 6b) . 

INTERMEDIATE LESIONS (12,5%, Table 3.) 

Intermediate lesions were characterised by mild to moderate petechial 

haemorrhage, vascular injury and minimal neutrophil infiltration without 

demonstrable neuronal injury. These lesions were very rare. Haemorrhage was 

readily discernable in intermediate lesions, with a very distinctive perivascular 

distribution. Within a confined site of dense micro-vascular injury, coalescence of 

numerous adjacent perivascular haemorrhages formed areas of haemorrhage that 

were macroscopically visible. 

Multifocal segmental necrosis of capillaries and small caliber arterioles and venules 

were fairly consistently demonstrable in sites of haemorrhage. Congested 

capillaries packed with parasitised erythrocytes were frequently associated with 

lesions, but were not necessarily present. In treated cases , parasitised 

erythrocytes were often absent. In lesions in which erythrocytes escaped the VR

space and penetrated the neuropil, morphologically unaltered neuronal cell bodies 

could be appreciated. In these lesions, neutrophils were rarely seen. 

ADVANCED LESIONS (Figures 5a & 5c) 

Advanced lesions were characterised by multifocal haemorrhage, neuronal 

necrosis, severe segmental vascular necrosis and neutrophil infiltration organised 

into a distinctive pattern of arrangement around blood vessels. Astrogliosis (Type 

2 Alzheimer cells) and microglial reactivity were observed in lesions of longer 

standing (Figure 5c) . 

Coalescence of numerous localised perivascular haemorrhages, with extensive 

haemorrhage into the adjacent neuropil was the most obvious feature of advanced 

lesions. Associated with the haemorrhage, was moderate neutrophil infiltration into 

the injured area. The degree of neutrophil infiltration tended to be moderate rather 

than severe, and could be observed within haemorrhagic sites, but also in 

surrounding sites of apparently unaffected tissue (Figure 5a) . 

Margination of neutrophils within the vasculature was an infrequent observation 

(28%) as was perivascular neutrophilic cuffing (22%, Table 3) . Occasionally, 
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trapped neutrophils were observed in erythrocytic sludge in post capillary , and 

slightly larger caliber venules . Monocytic trapping in sludge was common (75%). 

Neutrophil invasion of the tissue was associated with neuronal necrosis. All later 

stages of the ischaemic cell process were observed , including ischaemic cell 

change with nuclear shrinkage, increased eosinophilia of cytoplasm , incrustations 

and homogenising change. Microvacuolation was not observed . 

Necrosis of the vasculature primarily affected the capillaries and post-capillary 

venules , and to a lesser degree, small venules and arterioles. The latter only 

tended to become involved in larger lesions. Segmental necrosis was 

characterised by homogeneous eosinophilic coagulative changes in the walls of 

affected vessels and surrounding neuropil (Figures 5b, 5c & 6a) . Loss of 

endothelial nuclei was also observed. When present, endothelial nuclei were 

either swollen or tended to become pyknotic in affected segments. Some cells 

contained nuclei that had undergone karyorrhexis. In some instances, necrotic 

arterioles and venules could be distinguished by the presence of clustered , pale, 

dilated parasitised erythrocytes surrounded by a broad band of homogeneous 

eosinophilic material (necrotic debris and extra-vascular fibrin polymerisation, 

Figure 6a) . Some necrotic vessels were empty, while others contained 

erythrocytes, or erythrocytic sludge. Parasitised erythrocytes could not always be 

demonstrated. Around the zone of extravascular fibrin and necrotic debris was a 

zone of haemorrhage. The erythrocytes within the haemorrhage tended to stain 

strongly eosinophilic, and were unparasitised in the majority of cases . Necrotic 

capillaries tended to have the appearance of eosinophilic smears if sectioned 

longitudinally (Figures 5b, 5c & 6c). 

In some instances, severe oedema of the arteriolar wall was present, with swelling 

of the cells and shrinkage of nuclei (Figure 6a). Rarely, leukocytoclastic vasculitis 

was associated with this type of lesion (6% of cerebral cases, Table 3) . In contrast, 

segmental necrosis of microvessels was common (69%, Table 3). 

A microglial reaction was observed in some lesions. The earliest microglial 

response was characterised by influx of rod cells into the affected area (6%). With 

increasing length of survival , compound granular corpuscles (Gitter cells) 

predominated in the area of necrosis, and the lesions resembled infarction (3%). 

There was total necrosis of all tissue elements in the centres of such lesions, the 

cystic spaces being invaded on the periphery by large numbers of phagocytes. 
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An astrocytic response was often observed in advanced lesions in which necrotic 

neurons and neutrophils were present. Astrocytes, when observed to react at all, 

most typically acquired the features of Type 2 Alzheimer cells (31 %) . Their 

cytoplasm remained in-apparent, while the nuclei became enlarged and vesicular 

and showed peripheral displacement of chromatin (Figure 5c). Some nuclei 

underwent duplication or triplication, and the density of astrocytic nuclei increased 

in the affected areas (hyperplasia). This reaction of the astrocytes was always 

restricted to foci of haemorrhage and necrosis, and was never observed as a 

diffuse cerebral change. 

An important feature of advanced lesions, was the presence of small 

haemorrhages on the periphery of larger zones of injury (Figure 6b) . Dense 

clusters of microhaemorrhage superficially similar in appearance to early lesions, 

were observed within an area of focal grey matter oedema. An important 

distinguishing feature of these lesions by comparison with true early lesions, was 

the presence of ischaemic cell change and homogenising change in associated 

neurons and local infiltration of neutrophils into uninjured peripheral tissue. These 

lesions appeared to represent the expanding front of the advanced lesion. 

REGIONAL LESIONS IN THE WHITE MADER 

In a few cases, haemorrhage was observed in the white matter (Figure 6c). The 

extravasation tended to be distinctly perivascular, forming rings around the 

transected vessels. Often, the affected vessels were necrotic, and surrounded by a 

zone of fibrin strands. 

Haemorrhage in the white matter was found to occur only rarely in cerebral 

babesiosis (6% of cerebral cases, Table 3). The lesion had a characteristic 

multifocal distribution, and occurred by extension from extremely severe lesions in 

the adjacent grey matter. Perivascular ring haemorrhages (Figure 6c) were a 

distinctive feature of this type of lesion. In some rings, the centrally located 

capillary or post-capillary venule was clearly discernable, and commonly showed 

some degree of necrosis with extravasation of fibrin into the VR-space. At the 

centre of other ring haemorrhages, no vessel was discernable, and the central 

space may simply have contained a tiny region of homogeneous to fibrillar, 

eosinophilic-staining material, which might have been necrotic neuropil, or the 
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remnant of a necrotic capillary. So, a central vessel was not always conclusively 

demonstrable. 

CEREBELLAR LESIONS 

Haemorrhages in the cerebellum could be any size, from microhaemorrhage to 

suggillation . Cerebellar lesions were most commonly observed in the cortex and 

showed the same perivascular pattern of haemorrhage seen in the cerebrum. 

Petechiae were observed more frequently than larger areas of haemorrhage. 

Coalescence of small haemorrhages to involve larger areas, was less frequently 

observed than in other sites of the brain. Haemorrhage rarely extended into the 

granule cell layer, but was frequently observed in the molecular layer, or on the 

border between the molecular layer and the granule cell layer. A tendency for 

lesions to ,develop in the depths of cerebellar sulci, similar to that seen in the 

cerebral cortex, was also noted . Lesions seldom extended into the white matter. 

The nucleus interpositus showed petechiation in at least one case, which could be 

mistaken macroscopically for haemorrhage in the white matter. In approximately 

30% of cerebral cases, the white matter of the cerebellum showed a teased-out 

appearance of the axonal tracts, suggestive of vasogenic oedema (Table 3) . 

Necrosis of Purkinje cells was occaSionally seen . Severe ventral cerebellar 

haemorrhage was present in association with brain stem haemorrhage in 2 cases. 

SERIAL SECTIONS 

Thrombi composed of platelets, fibrin and erythrocytes were not demonstrated in 

cerebral sections of canine babesiosis. Serial sections from six cerebral lesions 

failed to demonstrate thrombosis. 

Venules draining the haemorrhagic sites were filled with erythrocytic sludge, but 

thrombi could not be demonstrated in either the arteriolar or venular vasculature 

associated with severe haemorrhagic lesions. The erythrocytes within the sludge 

appeared to be fused together, with little distinction between adjacent cells. Sludge 

could be demonstrated in association with all six lesions examined. Erythrocytic 

sludging was present in 91 % of control cases, 69% of cerebral cases and 78% of 

all fatal cases (Table 3). Dilated vessels within sulci were also observed in 

association with locally extensive areas of haemorrhage and necrosis. Extensive 

sulcal haemorrhage was restricted to individual sites in association with lesions. 
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ULTRASTRUCTURE 
Ultrastructural changes were observed in erythrocytes, vascular endothelium, 

plasma and cells of the neuropil. Reversible and irreversible changes were 

present, both in the cells of the microvasculature and in the neuropil. 

ERYTHROCYTES 

Pathological changes in both parasitised and unparasitised erythrocytes could be 

subdivided into four groups: Positional abnormalities, morphological abnormalities, 

abnormal contact with other cells and loss of electron density. Abnormal positions 

of erythrocytes in vessels were associated with altered cell morphology and altered 

membrane structure. Close apposition of cell membranes with loss of intercellular 

space was suggestive of abnormal adhesive contact between cells. 

Erythrocytes were observed to occupy abnormal positions in vessels. Normally, 

they maintain a central position in the lumen of vessels and are surrounded by 

plasma. In babesiosis, erythrocytes were observed to lie against the vessel wall 

and appeared to be attached to it. This positional shift was termed margination. 

Under normal conditions, individual blood cells are separated from each other and 

the endothelium, by a fine layer of plasma. This layer was absent in many 

instances and erythrocyte membranes appeared to be fused together. This is 

thought to cause sludging in vessels . Extensive apposition of the erythrocyte 

plasmalemma along the endothelial plasmalemma was suggestive of adhesion. 

Margination and adhesion were observed in both parasitised and unparasitised 

erythrocytes. Not all erythrocytes were affected in anyone case, nor was 

margination and adhesion present in every case examined. 

Margination was observed in all calibers and types of microvessel at the 

histological level. It was most often observed in smaller caliber vessels at the 

ultrastructural level. Morphological characteristics of marginated cells included 

focal electron dense sites of contact between erythrocytes and endothelial cells, 

extensive flattening of the erythrocyte membrane along the endothelium (adhesion) 

and squaring of erythrocytes. Points of apparent contact between erythrocytes and 

endothelial cells were not necessarily present. Under some circumstances, close 

approximation of the erythrocyte membrane to the endothelial membrane 
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prevented distinction between these two structures, as there was no discernable 

space present, and membrane integrity appeared disturbed. 

Profound distortion of erythrocyte shape was observed in all cases (Figure 7a). 

Erythrocytes lost their biconcave shape, assuming a wide range of bizarre forms, 

including general enlargement of the cell, square, rectangular and triangular 

shapes, severe flattening, bleb formation, doubling over, formation of long slender 

projections and fragmentation. Fragments of erythrocytes are present in Figures 7a 

and 7b. Erythrocyte fragments were sometimes attached to the endothelium, but 

were also observed lying free in the vascular lumen. Erythrocyte fragments were 

not observed in all cases. 

Figure 7c shows a capillary in which the swollen pericyte nucleus has all but 

obliterated the lumen, causing marked compression of a passing erythrocyte. Such 

an erythrocyte, on regaining the circulation, could give rise to the distorted free 

cells observed in Figure 7a. 

In addition to the marked morphological distortion of free cells, some erythrocytes 

appeared to be folded into others, or tightly compressed between neighboring cells 

in the vessel. Sludge was characterised by clumping of erythrocytes in vessels, 

loss of the interstitial plasma layer and apparent fusion of adjacent erythrocyte 

membranes. Sludge consisted of both parasitised and unparasitised erythrocytes, 

usually in association with macrophages. 

Contact Points (Figures 8 & 9) 

Erythrocytes formed close contacts with each other, and with endothelial cells. 

Loss of the interstitial plasma layer was a feature of abnormally close intercellular 

contact within the vascular lumen. Sites of direct contact varied in size and 

structure. Zones of contact along lengths of adjacent membranes were observed. 

Erythrocytes in sludge had abnormally close contact, making distinction between 

cells difficult. In some instances the membranes appeared to be fused together. 

Feathery contacts were present in the intercellular space between some 

erythrocytes in sludge. A fuzzy degradation along the length of the erythrocyte cell 

membrane was sometimes observed. Membrane apposition in erythrocyte sludge 

was not dependent on the presence of contact points. 
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Two distinct types of contact point were recognised at higher magnifications, one 

type consisting of an apparently homogeneous, moderately electron dense 

material (amorphous granules, Figure 8a), the other being composed of highly 

structured membranous stacks (Figure 9b) . B9th types of contact pOint were 

situated on the outer surface of the erythrocyte membrane. Contact points were 

present on erythrocytes irrespective of whether cells were parasitised or not and 

whether or not the cells were adherent to other cells. Membrane stacks were 

observed between erythrocytes and endothelial cells . They were also observed on 

the free surfaces of erythrocytes. Amorphous granules were observed in the 

intercellular space between adjacent erythrocytes and on the free surface of the 

erythrocyte plasmalemma. They ranged in width from 83nm to 822nm, the majority 

being about 167nm. The material appeared to be fragmented in some cases, 

forming a lacework of fine strands in the intercellular space. These fine strands 

were visible at magnifications of more than 50000x, as a delicate feathering 

between the cells. These fine strands were approximately 6nm wide. 

A fine layer of plasma was lacking between the plasmalemmas of erythrocytes and 

endothelial cells at sites of erythrocyte margination, although a space of a few 

nanometres was present between the cells. In some instances, resolution of two 

distinct membranes was not possible, and a fuzzy contact zone was observed 

(Figure 9a) . 

At lower magnifications (5000 - 10000x), membranous stacks were characterised 

by a high electron density relative to adjacent portions of the membrane (Figures 

8b & 8c). The electron dense sites appeared to be fixed contact sites between 

erythrocytes and endothelial cells (Figures 8b & 8c) . At higher magnification 

(50000x), it was observed that they were limited in width , ranging from 178

2500nm, the majority being in the region of 621 nm wide (mode). They were 

composed of an even number of dark and light bands (4 - 10) with a periodicity of 

4,5 - 5nm (Figure 9b) . The ends of each membrane were free, and did not curve 

round to fuse with the next membrane above or below in the stack. In some sites, 

membranes appeared to split or fuse. 

Erythrocyte Ghosts 

Numerous electron lucent erythrocytes were observed in individual cases. These 

were characterised by a spectrum of intra-erythrocytic changes, from dark grey to 
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pale grey. In some fields, erythrocyte membranes were present, that enclosed 

strands of flocculent material characteristic of erythrocyte ghosts (Figures 8b & 

11 b). 

ENDOTHELIAL CHANGES 

Changes to the cerebral endothelium in canine babesiosis ranged from in-apparent 

to severe. The majority of endothelial cells examined appeared normal. Damaged 

microvascular endothelial cells were observed in all cases examined. Some 

endothelial cells showed reversible changes such as moderate cytoplasmic 

swelling and nuclear swelling. In some cases cytoplasmic swelling was marked, 

and there was swelling of rough endoplasmic reticulum as well as an increase in 

the number of free ribosomes in the cytoplasm. In more severely affected cases, 

mitochondrial swelling was observed . Endothelial cell necrosis (irreversible injury) 

was present in most cases, and was characterised by loss of organelles, 

accumulation of cellular debris and swelling of mitochondria (Figures 10b, 10c & 

11 b). In some instances, the endothelial plasmalemma was highly convoluted, 

with long slender processes similar in appearance to pseudopodia, extending into 

the vascular lumen. These processes were sometimes observed to be in close 

contact with erythrocytes. 

Obliteration of the vascular lumen as a result of nuclear swelling was noted in 

capillaries (Figure 7c) . Severe vasoconstriction with complete occlusion of the 

vascular lumen, was also observed (Figure 11 c). Although marked endothelial cell 

damage was observed, the zonula occludens of the tight junctions appeared to be 

intact in many severely affected cells (Figures 10b & 11 b) . Marked cytoplasmic 

disruption consequent to endothelial damage was noted repeatedly at sites 

adjacent to tight junctions (Figure 11 b), thus a single cell might be affected and the 

neighbouring cell spared. In yet other instances, damage was so severe, that 

numerous adjacent endothelial cells were affected (Figures 10a & 10b). 

In some cases, endothelial retraction was marked, resulting in the exposure of the 

basement membrane. This was not necessarily associated with fibrin deposition 

(Figures 10c & 11). Leakage of plasma proteins from the vascular lumen into the 

Virchow-Robbins (VR) space was also observed at sites of endothelial retraction 

(Figure 10c). 
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Endothelial projections, extending into the vascular lumen, were sometimes 

present (Figure 7c) . They varied in length from 0,1 to 1,0IJm, and occasionally 

appeared to be adherent to erythrocytes. Very long, slender pseudopodia were 

observed extending between erythrocytes, apparently attached to erythrocytes 

deeper in the lumen. This behaviour of the endothelium was suggestive of 

phagocytosis, but no erythrocytic material was observed in the cytoplasm of 

endothelial cells in the cases examined. 

CHANGES IN THE EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX 

Ultrastructural pathology in the extracellular matrix was particularly suggestive of 

disturbances in coagulation. Despite fairly substantial damage to the vascular 

endothelium with exposure of the basement membrane, fibrin rleposition and 

platelet adherence was rarely observed. A region of endothelial retraction with 

associated exposure of the basement membrane has been sealed by a platelet in 

Figure 11 c. Out of all the vessels examined, platelets were observed in only two 

instances, suggesting the presence of thrombocytopenia. 

An intravascular meshwork of fibrin was observed in several cases . The strands of 

polymerised fibrin formed a lattice between erythrocytes, which appeared to bind 

firmly to the red cells, trapping them within the meshes, and against the 

endothelium. The fibers forming the meshwork were sometimes observed in cross 

section, lying between adjacent erythrocytes in sludge (Figure 10a). Thrombocytes 

were not present. Although the strands appeared to be composed of fibrin, they did 

not always have the characteristic periodic banding of this substance. When 

banding was present, it had a characteristic bandwidth suggestive of fibrin (19

25nm). 

Fibrin fragments (probably degradation products) were also observed in the lumen 

of capillaries, or filling breaches in the endothelium where the basement membrane 

had been exposed. Extravasation of fibrin was present with severe vascular wall 

injury (Figure 10b). As a result of endothelial retraction, plasma was observed in 

the interstitium. This was a rare observation, but an important indicator of 

increased vascular permeability. 

Polymerisation of fibrin in the VR-space was demonstrated in a case with severe 

vascular injury (Figure 10b). In contrast, the exposed basement membrane did not 

show any fibrin deposition in a number of cases. This apparent lack of fibrin 
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deposition was associated with the presence of fine fibrillar deposits against either 

side of the exposed basement membrane, suggestive of fibrin degradation 

products (Figures 10c & 11 a). This finding was accompanied by the presence of 

granular material on either side of the basement membrane, indicating exudation of 

plasma into the interstitial space (Figure 10c). Fragments of fibrillar material were 

sometimes observed in the lumen of vessels in these cases. 

CHANGES IN THE CELLS OF THE NEUROPIL 

The majority of neurons observed did not show any morphological abnormalities. 

Mild to moderate swelling of the endoplasmic reticulum was present in the soma of 

some small neurons in regions of vascular damage. Severe mitochondrial swelling 

of a large neuron was observed within an area of injury. 

Astrocytic changes did not appear to be as advanced as vascular changes in the 

early stages of lesion development. Endothelial injury was observed adjacent to 

apparently normal astrocytes (Figure 11c). Swelling of astrocytes was observed 

around microvessels in severe lesions. In some instances, astrocytic injury was so 

advanced the astrocytes were no longer discernable. 

Some of the myelin sheathes in the white matter showed evidence of fluid 

accumulation between the membrane layers. Bubble-like spaces between 

successive layers of myelin occurred in numerous sites within an affected area, a 

characteristic of myelin-oedema. The axons within the sheaths appeared normal. 
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DISCUSSION 


The pathology of cerebral babesiosis in dogs was described at the gross, 

histopathological and ultrastructural levels. Lesions are strongly associated with 

the circulatory system. Global lesions include congestive brain swelling, mild to 

moderate congestion and diffuse cerebral pallor. The distribution of 

macroscopically appreciable cerebral oedema, when present, is usually global. 

Regional lesions are associated with multifocal haemorrhage, malacia and 

microscopically appreciable oedema. They undergo progressive stages of 

development. Early lesions are characterised by small « 1OOllm ) sites of 

perivascular rarefaction in the neuropil of the grey matter, which may contain a 

necrotic microvessels (vessels less than 50llm diameter). Intermediate lesions are 

larger, often containing numerous coalescent, perivascular haemorrhages visible 

macroscopically as petechiae. Ischaemic cell change is not present despite mild to 

moderate neutrophil infiltration into the affected area. This stage in the progressive 

development of lesions is presumably short-lived, as the influx of neutrophils is 

thought to precipitate further tissue damage (27,31 ,33,57). 

Advanced lesions were suggestive of reperfusion injury and infarction, both of 

which are thought to be secondary consequences of locally extensive micro

infarction of capillaries and post-capillary venules. Advanced lesions are 

characterised by multifocal to coalescent areas of perivascular haemorrhage, 

segmental vascular necrosis of microvessels, arteriolar necrosis with perivascular 

fibrin deposition , moderate neutrophil infiltration and ischaemic cell 

change/homogenising change in neurons. Microglial rod cell invasion of affected 

sites is rarely seen. Astrocytic hyperplasia (Alzheimer type 2 cell response) is often 

present in lesions of presumably longer duration. The affected areas often show 

evidence of oedema, which does not extend as a morphologically appreciable 

change into the surrounding neuropil. ClaSSically, the white matter acts as a barrier 

that prevents extension of the lesion, which will stop abruptly on the edge of nerve 

tracts in the majority of cases. Leukocytoclastic vasculitis is a rare finding in 

regional lesions and tends to occur in more severely affected cases. 

In cases with parasitaemia, pRBC (parasitised red blood cells) are present within 

vessels, while extravasated erythrocytes tend to be unparasitised. Parasitised 

erythrocytes in haemorrhage are an extremely rare finding. 
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Histological features of fatal babesiosis that cannot be considered indicative of 

cerebral babesiosis include widespread endothelial nuclear swelling, pericyte 

reactivity, uneven vascular filling, intravascular fibrin polymerisation, monocytic 

leukostasis, mild to moderate congestion (in the absence of regional lesions) and 

microhaemorrhage in the absence of associated segmental vascular necrosis of 

capillaries. Red cell changes such as sludging, loss of haemoglobin, cellular 

enlargement, and changes in cell shape as a result of adhesion to endothelium are 

common findings in babesiosis in general. Margination and adhesion of 

erythrocytes can be seen in cerebral sections from cerebral and non-cerebral 

cases. The significance of such findings as indicators of cerebral babesiosis is 

therefore questionable. They are likely consequences of systemic inflammation 

caused by babesial infection. Endothelial reactions such as contraction with 

nuclear swelling, can be induced by elaboration of inflammatory products such as 

increased synthesis of free oxygen radicals (26). 

It is not known whether early lesions always give rise to advanced lesions given 

sufficient survival time, or whether advanced lesions develop rapidly from early 

lesions under specific physiological conditions such as reperfusion. 

The ultrastructural study showed that endothelial necrosis is an early event in the 

development of regional cerebral lesions and that perivascular rarefaction of the 

neuropil can be due to both vasogenic and cytotoxic oedema (35,75). 

Ultrastructural pathological changes were interpreted with caution because of the 

limitations of using field material. Evidence of autolysis was observed in all 

formalin-fixed cases. The endothelial changes were unexpectedly advanced in 

comparison with some of the other cell-types, such as neurones and astrocytes. 

This suggested that endothelial injury had occurred at sites where neuronal injury 

was morphologically inapparent, and endothelial changes were less likely to be a 

direct consequence of autolysis. 

Membrane-associated structures (contact points) on the surface of erythrocytes 

(membrane stacks and amorphous granules) were observed in both 

glutaraldehyde-fixed cases and formalin-fixed cases. They appeared to playa role 

in adhesive intercellular interactions indicative of sequestration in canine 

babesiosis. Although contact points differ morphologically from those observed in 

cerebral babesiosis of cattle and cerebral malaria in man (2,3), they may still 
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function in a similar manner, and may be responsible for the observed endothelial 

necrosis. 

Lesions of the spinal cord in babesiosis have not previously been demonstrated, 

although some cases described with peripheral lesions may have had spinal cord 

injury (55,56) . Lesions in the spinal cord show the same structural features as 

those in the brain, with the same predilection for grey matter microvasculature, 

suggesting that the pathogenesis of lesions is the same throughout the central 

nervous system. 

Babesiosis is a haemoprotozoan disease and the consequences of infection affect 

the circulatory system. In cerebral babesiosis, injury to the circulatory system within 

the CNS can lead to its failure under certain uncharacterised circumstances. 

Circulatory injury caused by unknown factors leads to increased intracranial 

pressure either by development of cerebral oedema or congestive brain swelling. 

This gives rise to the development of some global lesions. Injury to the endothelial 

cells lining the microvasculature appears to be the initial change that leads to the 

development of regional lesions. Changes associated with further development of 

regional lesions are suggestive of reperfusion injury and may be due to 

microvascular infarction, particularly capillaries and post-capillary venules. The 

presence of DIC, fibrin thrombi, parasitic emboli, margination and adhesion of 

pRBC, sludge and endothelial nuclear swelling in control cases suggests that some 

additional unknown factor is responsible for the pathogenesis of cerebral 

babesiosis in the dog. Alternatively, a specific combination of events may lead to 

conditions suitable for the development of lesions. 

More than one type of lesion can develop in canine cerebral babesiosis, but all are 

related in some way to disturbances in the circulation and vascular function of the 

brain. Congestive brain swelling is a consequence of failure of the autoregulatory 

responses of endothelial cells in the presence of hypertension (58). Diffuse 

cerebral pallor may be a consequence of anaemia. Cerebral oedema may be 

multifocal or diffuse, and reflects a disturbance in the integrity of the blood-brain 

barrier (26,35). Altered endothelial function will affect the permeability of the blood

brain barrier (38) . Regional lesions of cerebral babesiosis in this study, were 

associated with primary endothelial injury and perivascular haemorrhage. 
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CONGESTIVE BRAIN SWELLING 

In congestive brain swelling, accumulation of intravascular fluid within the cranium 

causes raised intracranial pressure as a consequence of failure of vascular 

autoregulation (58). Morphological findings from this study showed widespread 

sludging of erythrocytes in virtually every capillary and in the vast majority of small 

vessels in cases with congestive brain swelling. The appearance of sludge at the 

histological and ultrastructural levels suggests that blood viscosity is raised and 

there is a reduction in flow rate in vessels containing sludge. Slow blood flow may 

increase the risk of congestive brain swelling developing. The rate of blood flow 

could not be measured in this study, but slow flow is inferred, as sludge appears to 

have a higher viscosity than free erythrocytes: high viscosity would cause slower 

flow rates (81) . An additional or alternative factor influencing severe microvascular 

congestion may be unresponsive vasodilation (loss of autoregulation) . The system 

failure may be a self-perpetuating combination of factors, in that more vasodilation 

leads to slower blood flow which in turn causes increased sludge formation. Sludge 

presumably flows slowly because it is highly viscous and cannot deliver oxygen 

rapidly enough. Hypoxia develops, with loss of autoregulation (23). The 

physiological abnormalities governing failure of autoregulation are probably the 

most important factors influencing development of congestive brain swelling. The 

physiological conditions present during congestive brain swelling, particularly slow 

flow rates, would prolong contact times between erythrocytes and facilitate 

haemagglutination and sludge formation (81). Siudging would therefore be 

expected to be present to a greater degree in congestive brain swelling than in 

other conditions of fatal babesiosis. The multifactorial nature of congestive brain 

swelling is emphasised by the fact that erythrocyte sludging is a common finding in 

non-cerebral babesiosis. It therefore cannot be considered a primary factor in the 

pathogenesis of congestive brain swelling which is a rare occurrence in canine 

cerebral babesiosis. 

DIFFUSE CEREBRAL PALLOR 

Diffuse cerebral pallor may be a lesion in those cases with severe anaemia, but it 

is not necessarily a pathological change and should be interpreted with caution. 

Anaemia was present in 6 of 8 cases with diffuse cerebral pallor, but 3 of the cases 

had a packed cell volume (pcv) in the range of 20-30%. The diffuse cerebral pallor 

in these cases could possibly be attributed to anaemia, but could also have been a 

consequence of bleeding out at necropsy. Cerebral hypoxia as a consequence of 
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anaemia alone could not be demonstrated experimentally in cerebral babesiosis 

(54). A shift in the oxygen dissociation curve occurs in canine babesiosis and some 

cases develop a mixed acid-base imbalance, both of which are an indication of 

poor oxygen delivery to the brain in anaemic dogs (50). Pulmonary insufficiency 

may be a more important factor than anaemia in influencing the development of 

cerebral signs and has been documented as an important cause of cerebral 

hypoxia (23) . A combination of lung oedema and anaemia may be very important 

in the pathogenesis of hypoxia in cerebral cases with cerebral pallor. In brains with 

cerebral pallor, histological evidence of hypoxia such as ischaemic cell change and 

laminar cortical necrosis could not be readily demonstrated. 

Cases with severe anaemia ( pcv less than 15% (50)) are more likely to develop 

central nervous signs for reasons related to the anaemia than as a consequence of 

the presence of the parasite. In cases with cerebral pallor where the patient's pcv 

is above 15%, it is possible to classify the case as cerebral babesiosis even in the 

absence of regional lesions, provided the clinical neurological signs are 

satisfactorily explained as a consequence of the Babesia infection, and not some 

other cause (36,50) . Histopathology on such cases may yield early regional 

lesions. 

MILD TO MODERATE CONGESTION 

Mild to moderate congestion is a difficult change to interpret, as this is frequently 

present in cases that lack cerebral signs. It may, however, be the only change 

observed in cases that have a history of neurological signs and thus cannot be 

ignored. Like diffuse cerebral pallor, cerebral congestion must be interpreted with 

caution . Both pallor and congestion can only be interpreted in the light of clinical 

history, concurrent complications such as pulmonary oedema or systemic 

haemoconcentration, and histopathology. Histopathology is important in such 

cases because the lack of grossly visible regional lesions does not exclude the 

possibility of microscopic regional lesions being present. 

CEREBRAL OEDEMA 

The fact that cerebral oedema is not a consistent finding in cerebral babesiosis is 

rather surprising, as increased vascular permeability was considered to be the 

fundamental process in the pathogenesis of complications in babesiosis 
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(54,55,56) . Cerebral oedema in this disease appears to have a complex 

pathogenesis, as oedema can be either diffuse or localised, and can be associated 

with most other types of lesion whether global or regional. Histologically, and from 

the ultrastructural study, oedema can be either vasogenic or cytotoxic in nature. 

Cytotoxic oedema is associated with cell swelling and is due to substrate 

deficiency, while vasogenic oedema is a consequence of vascular injury (35) . Both 

types of oedema occur in association with an ischaemic insult. The period of 

ischaemia induces cell swelling as a consequence of depletion of ATP and glucose 

levels, while the reperfusion period is associated with the development of 

vasogenic oedema, which is largely interstitial as a result of failure of the blood

brain-barrier (35). 

In diffuse cerebral oedema associated with cerebral pallor, and in control cases , 

oedema of the white matter at the histological level was suggestive of vasogenic 

oedema. Examination of the ultrastructure of the white matter revealed irregular 

spacing between the layers of myelin in oligodendrocytes, suggestive of myelin

oedema, the axons within the sheaths remaining intact. 

In contrast to diffuse oedema, oedema associated with regional lesions appeared 

to be perivascular and intracellular. Swelling of astrocyte foot processes was 

observed at the ultrastructural level. Eosinophilic fluid in the VR-space was a rare 

finding histologically. Astrocyte swelling is indicative of cytotoxic oedema and 

suggests that the presumed endothelial injury in associated capillary segments led 

to energy deficits in astrocytes. Hence perivascular rarefaction of the neuropil in 

early regional lesions may be a consequence of cytotoxic oedema. 

Combined vasogenic and cytotoxic oedema, as seen in babesiosis, is not an 

unusual phenomenon. It has been reported as a consequence of cerebral 

ischaemia (35,82) . In inflammation, cerebral oedema may develop as a 

consequence of endothelial injury due to the generation of oxygen free radicals 

(26). Such a process may influence the development of lesion-associated oedema 

in regional cerebral lesions. 

The low frequency of spinal cord lesions suggests that this part of the CNS is more 

resistant to development of regional lesions than the brain. The spinal cord is 
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typically listed as the most resistant site in the CNS to hypoxic injury (9) . The 

apparent vulnerability of the sulcal floors and resistance of the spinal cord to 

regional lesions, suggests that some factor influencing vulnerability to hypoxia 

(selective vulnerability) may also influence the risk of development of regional 

lesions in cerebral babesiosis. The combined presence of vasogenic and cytotoxic 

oedema in some cerebral cases also suggests that hypoxia may influence the 

development of lesions. 

REGIONAL LESIONS OF CEREBRAL BABESIOSIS 

The two mechanisms thought to be important in the development of regional 

lesions are hypoxia and infarction (5 ,11 ,54,60,68). There is much evidence from 

this study to suggest that both these events influence the development of cerebral 

babesiosis, but they are likely to be secondary events. The primary event in the 

development of regional lesions appears to be endothelial cell injury. It was beyond 

the scope of this study to demonstrate this conclusively. 

HYPOXIA 

The apparent tendency for regional lesions to arise in the floors of sulci and in the 

caudate nuclei , which are selectively vulnerable to hypoxia (9) , suggests that a 

common factor may determine the site, both of regional lesions and of hypoxia. 

Transient hypotension may be important in causing hypoxic injury and slow blood 

flow conducive to sludging, margination and adhesion (14,23,37,72) . The 

sensitivity of the basal ganglia to hypoxia, particularly the caudate nuclei , can be 

induced by low blood flow in the paleocortex (41) . 

The ultrastructural study showed that individual endothelial cells undergo necrosis 

before signs of injury can be detected in astrocytes and neurons. It is possible that, 

as an increasing number of adjacent endothel ial cells become injured , the ability of 

the microvasculature to maintain its integrity, is decreased. If there is sufficient 

injury to the endothelium, segmental vascular necrosis is appreciable histologically. 

This is suggested by the high frequency of segmental vascular necrosis in early 

lesions, and in cerebral cases as opposed to controls . The difficulty of 

demonstrating segmental vascular necrosis in histological sections is thought to be 

a consequence of the minuteness of the lesion in the early stages of its 

development. This is supported by the ultrastructural observation of individual 
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endothelial cell necrosis in microvessels that are otherwise intact. Failure of 

astrocyte function secondary to endothelial cell necrosis is suggested by the 

presence of histologically visible zones of perivascular rarefaction in the neuropil of 

affected grey matter. Electron microscopic observations suggest that once several 

adjacent endothelial cells become necrotic, the remaining endothelium is unable to 

compensate for the breach in vascular integrity. Erythrocytes can then escape into 

the perivascular space per diapedesis in the early stages of compromised 

endothelial function . With increasing injury, there is retraction of endothelium and 

opening of tight junctions. Because of thrombocytopenia , the basement membrane 

remains exposed and plasma escapes into the interstitium. Thrombocytopenia is a 

common finding in babesiosis (60,69) and is reflected in the inability of the host 

animal to compensate for the vascular injury. Fluid shift from the vascular 

r.nmrartment into the interstitium therefore appears to be a corr IlJilieu effect Of 

endothelial injury and a loss of the ability to seal sites of injury. 

It is extremely difficult to demonstrate any neuronal injury in early and intermediate 

lesions, either at the histological or ultrastructural level, in contrast to the apparent 

advanced degree of capillary necrosis present. The vulnerability of eNS cells to 

anoxia is well documented (9,29,40,42) . Neurons are most vulnerable, followed by 

glial celis, while endothelial cells are most resistant. Endothelial injury was 

apparent both at the histological and at the ultrastructural level at sites where 

neurons were intact, in this study. This is very strong evidence suggesting that the 

primary lesion of cerebral babesiosis is at the level of the microvascular 

endothelium and is not due to global hypoxia. The earliest ultrastructurally visible 

insults appear to be focal, often involving only a single endothelial cell. Adjacent 

neurons and astrocytes were comparatively unaffected. Observed swelling of 

neuronal endoplasmic reticulum, originally thought to be indicative of reversible 

change in neurons, was an artefact attributable to immersion fixation (8) . It 

appears, therefore, that the lesions of reperfusion injury and hypoxia observed in 

the advanced stages of cerebral babesiosis are secondary events following 

endothelial injury. 

INFARCTION 

Endothelial cell necrosis at the ultrastructural level was characterised by shrinkage 

of the nucleus and fragmentation of the rarefied portion of the cytoplasm. In 

contrast to injury described as a consequence of infarction in which tight junctions 
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open (44) , tight junctions remained morphologically intact in the majority of lesions 

of babesiosis. In early lesions endothelial cells were still recognizable, in advanced 

lesions cells were notably absent, or had ruptured, leaving loose strands of 

plasmalemma projecting into the lumen. Endothelial cell retraction with opening of 

tight junctions and exposure of the basement membrane was a feature of 

advanced but not early lesions. These findings suggest that infarction does not 

play a role in the initial vascular injury, but is an important secondary factor 

following endothelial injury. An individual platelet sealing a length of exposed 

basement membrane was observed in a single instance only. The rare presence of 

thrombocytes in electron micrographs where obvious endothelial retraction with 

exposure of basement membrane had occurred, suggests the presence of 

thrombocytopenia in these cases. Thrombocytopenia was not necessarily 

measured in these cases , but is a common clinicopathological finding in babesiosis 

(60,69). The majority of sites where basement membrane was exposed were 

inadequately filled with fragments of fibrin . Some of the particles were so small and 

fine, it is possible that they were fibrin degradation products . Extravasation of 

erythrocytes and plasma was observed at these sites, indicating the presence of 

increased vascular permeability with development of vasogenic oedema. The 

extravasated fluid was observed in the interstitium but swelling of astrocyte foot 

processes was also present, suggesting that both cytotoxic and vasogenic oedema 

develop in these cases. Ischaemia-hypoxia causes combined vasogenic and 

cytotoxic oedema in infarction (58) . These findings suggest that infarction and 

hypoxia may play a secondary role in the progressive development of regional 

lesions. 

From this study it appears as if the later evolution of lesions, from the primary early 

lesion to that of severe multifocal to coalescing haemorrhage and malacia, is a 

function of reperfusion injury. The term "reperfusion" in itself suggests that there 

must first be loss of perfusion. Preceding tissue injury (a consequence of perfusion 

loss) is exacerbated by the influx of oxygen to the injured site when flow is 

resumed. It appears from the sections examined, that lesions undergo temporal 

evolution. An initial event gives rise to microvascular injury and the development of 

early lesions. Following this, perivascular tissue injury apparently ensues, with 

haemorrhage and extravasation of activated neutrophils. Neutrophils play an 

important role in the development of oxidative injury during reperfusion (20,31) . 

The tissue injury may become a self-perpetuating cycle (19) . This would explain 

why lesions are multifocal and coalescent, and why early lesions with neutrophils 
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actively invading the neuropil, are seen on the periphery of advanced lesions. The 

possibility exists, that activated neutrophils unable to engulf necrotic material in the 

site of injury, release enzymes into the neuropil. This would be the most likely 

mechanism by which lesions could expand into the uninjured peripheral tissue. 

Diffusion of catalytic and proteolytic enzymes released from neutrophils, could 

occur in the interstitial space and along the VR-space. The diffusion of neutrophil 

products along the VR-space may in some way influence the development of 

segmental vascular necrosis and vasculitis (27,31) . 

Ischaemic Infarction 

Ischaemic infarction of the canine brain has been induced experimentally by 

occlusion of 4 or more major arteries (46,85). The collateral supply to the brain is 

so efficient, that massive thrombosis would be required in the large ventral arteries, 

in order to induce the type of large haemorrhagic lesion common to cerebral 

babesiosis. Such thrombosis has never been demonstrated, but the sludging of 

erythrocytes within vessels may have a similar effect. Sludge, however, is rarely 

demonstrable in large arteries in babesiosis. In addition, lesions would resemble 

ischaemic infarction, and this does not occur. Necrosis of the white matter, a 

feature of infarction (49), has not been reported in cerebral babesiosis lesions, and 

observed lesions only show necrosis of all tissue elements (histological definition of 

infarction (23,46)) in what appears to be the later stages of the disease. 

Haemorrhagic transformation of infarction also does not explain the haemorrhagic 

lesions, because by definition, all tissue elements would have become necrotic 

before haemorrhage occured (46). In early and intermediate lesions, haemorrhage 

was consistently observed in the absence of neuronal injury (in this study), 

suggesting that haemorrhagic lesions are not a consequence of infarction, but of 

primary vascular damage (49). 

Since haemorrhagic transformation of infarction cannot explain the regional lesion 

of cerebral babesiosis, and arterial obstruction was not observed, the possibility of 

venous infarction should be considered. In venous infarction, venous flow is halted, 

and back-damming of blood occurs in the region drained by the obstructed vein 

(23). This type of lesion gives rise to severe, locally extensive haemorrhage in the 

injured neuropil. This is a common finding in babesiosis. Raised intracranial 

pressure is a likely consequence of expanding haemorrhagic lesions, cerebral 

oedema or congestive brain swelling (58) . Anyone of these events, or all of them, 
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could result in haemorrhagic infarction . At least in some cases of cerebral 

babesiosis, haemorrhagic infarcts may be a late development as a consequence of 

brain swelling with secondary venous occlusion . In particular, the cerebellar 

haemorrhage observed in some cases, is suggestive of this, as is hypophyseal 

haemorrhage. Regional lesions developing in the floors of sulci or in the caudate 

nucleus are not explained by venous infarction. The histological features of early 

lesions also cannot be explained by haemorrhagic infarction. From this study it can 

be concluded that venous infarction may occur late in the development of lesions 

in cerebral babesiosis, but it is an unsatisfactory explanation for the origin of 

regional lesions. 

Venous Infarction 

If venous infarction can only explain some of the secondary events in the 

development of regional lesions, some other mechanism must give rise to the 

microvascular injury observed . Infarction of capillaries has been suggested by 

Brumpt (11) who proposed that parasitic emboli disrupt blood flow in babesiosis in 

a similar manner to that described for cerebral malaria, while Moore and Williams 

(60) suggested that DIG may be the mechanism responsible for haemorrhagic 

lesions in babesiosis. Either or both of these mechanisms are likely to influence the 

pathogenesis of the disease, because both would be capable of inducing 

endothelial injury, and probably do. DIG and sequestration could act synergistically 

in inducing microvascular infarction, because localization of pRBGs would promote 

thrombosis and fibrin thrombi would trap erythrocytes, as has been observed in the 

electron microscopy study. High-density microvascular infarction in a localised 

area, or widespread microvascular infarction distributed through a critically high 

proportion of cerebral tissue, could induce regional lesions. It is beyond the scope 

of this study to explain why the floors of sulci in the frontal and parietal cortex and 

the caudate nuclei are more vulnerable to regional lesions than other sites. It is , 

however, clear from this study, that the unknown condilions suitable for 

development of lesions, can occur in virtually any site in the central nervous 

system, but tend to occur more readily in the grey matter than in the white matter. 

The spinal cord is less likely to be affected than either the neocortex or the 

paleocortex. 
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Microvascular Infarction 

DIC and sequestration of pRBC have the potential to occur at any site within the 

vasculature. They have the potential to cause hypoxic injury to endothelium. In 

addition, mechanical injury to the endothelium may develop as a consequence of 

adherent contact between pRBC and endothelial cells. Neither DIC nor 

sequestration need occur simultaneously, although it is possible that either could 

increase the risk that the other occurs. Once microvascular injury has occurred, 

thrombolysis and release of sequestered erythrocytes will not prevent lesions from 

developing, as events following endothelial injury are likely to be independent of 

vascular obstruction. It is not known why cerebral lesions do not develop in all 

cases, such as those with DIC or with high cerebral parasitaemias. This is a single, 

very important reason to disregard microvascular infarction as a factor in the 

pathogenesis of lesions. It is supported by the fact that lesions similar to cerebral 

babesiosis do not develop in cases suffering from neoplastic metastatic emboli, or 

DIC due to other causes, and a case of babesiosis with DIC confirmed 

histologically did not have lesions in the brain. Intravascular polymerisation of fibrin 

was seen more commonly in control than cerebral cases, so the formation of fibrin 

thrombi is less likely to be important in the cerebral form of the disease than was 

previously thought. Altered enzyme activity in endothelial cells may be induced by 

binding to pRBC, or exposure to parasite antigens. Endothelial cell surface 

receptor expression is greatly altered in response to malarial infection (70,77). 

Sequestration events alone do not give rise to regional cerebral lesions, as many 

control cases have demonstrable sequestration. It can be argued that some of 

these cases may have died before cerebral lesions could develop. However, 

sequestration appears to be a common event in babesiosis, and cerebral 

babesiosis is relatively rare. In addition, cerebral babesiosis is often an acute 

clinical event, suggesting that lesions develop relatively rapidly. Sequestration is 

seen commonly in subacute control cases. It is therefore proposed that as-yet

unknown parasite-host interactions consequent upon sequestration give rise to the 

conditions necessary for endothelial cell injury to occur. Once endothelial cell injury 

occurs, secondary factors determine whether regional lesions will develop to the 

advanced stage. 

Interactions between erythrocytes and endothelial cells were reported by Maegraith 

et at. (54), who observed margination in some of their cases. Adhesion and 
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apparent firm contact between erythrocytes and endothelial cells mediated by 

structural alterations of erythrocyte membranes, have never before been reported 

in canine babesiosis. Histologically, margination and adhesion of erythrocytes were 

inconsistent findings. The most likely explanation for the variable occurrence of 

marginating and adhesive behaviour is that it only occurs during a specific stage of 

the parasite life cycle, and then disappears again (72). It is also possible that B. 

canis rossi induces sequestration, while B. canis canis and B. canis vogeli do not, 

or only induce mild sequestration. A third possibility is that erythrocyte surface 

antigenic variation occurs in canine babesiosis as it occurs in malaria (74) and 

bovine babesiosis (62) . Malarial knob-associated antigens have been shown to 

bind to ICAM-1, CD-36, VCAM-1 and thrombospondin receptors expressed on 

activated endothelial cells (15,53,70,77). Contact, mediated by membrane fusion 

and membrane stacks, between infected erythrocytes and endothelial cells was 

observed in this study, using electron microscopy on cases that showed 

margination and adhesion histologically. This suggests that altered membrane 

receptor expression may influence endothelial-erythrocyte interactions in canine 

babesiosis . 

Membrane-bound vesicles thought to be erythrocyte fragments were attached to 

the plasmalemma of endothelial cells. Membrane-bound vesicles thought to be 

pseudopodial projections from the endothelium were attached to the external 

surface of erythrocyte membranes. These ultrastructural observations strongly 

suggest that adhesive contact between pRBCs and endothelial cells does occur in 

canine babesiosis. The significance of these interactions is not well understood, as 

histological evidence of margination and adhesion were more frequently observed 

in control than cerebral cases (Table 3). The evidence suggests that sequestration 

of parasitised erythrocytes occurs in canine babesiosis, but that it is not important 

for the pathogenesis of cerebral babesiosis. It may, however, be an important 

predisposing factor leading to the development of lesions under specific conditions. 

The precise nature of these conditions is yet to be elucidated. 

PATHOGENESIS OF REGIONAL LESIONS 

The regional lesions of canine cerebral babesiosis are unique to this disease in the 

dog, suggesting that pRBC must play some role in the pathogenesis of lesions. 

The difficulty in finding a logical explanation for regional lesions in cerebral 

babesiosis lies less with the role of the parasite in the development of lesions than 

in the lack of lesions in the majority of cases with parasites. Some additional factor, 
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therefore, must determine whether lesions are going to develop or not. It is most 

likely that there are several additional factors both of host origin and parasite origin, 

that act together to produce the lesions of cerebral babesiosis. A complex 

multifactorial pathogenesis for the development of cerebral lesions would best 

explain the rarity of the condition in canine babesiosis. 

It has been shown in this study that localised endothelial cell injury is the primary 

event leading to the development of regional lesions in cerebral babesiosis. The 

mechanism by which endothelial cells are injured is unknown. A number of 

possible explanations exist, and will require further investigation. Mechanical 

obstruction of individual capillaries by sequestered pRBC may lead to endothelial 

hypoxia and necrosis as a consequence of loss of blood flow. Total obstruction of 

capillaries by erythrocyte sludge and adherent erythrocytes would give rise to 

microvascular infarction. The spatial distribution of microvascular infarcts within the 

cerebral tissue, may influence the final outcome determining whether or not lesions 

will develop. 

Alternatively, partial obstruction of capillaries may result in abnormally high wall 

shear stresses in small caliber vessels. Wall shear stress can generate frictional 

forces sufficient to injure endothelial cells (81). Under circumstances of combined 

adherence and partial obstruction of some vessels within an individual capillary 

bed supplied by a single arteriole, in the presence of total obstruction of other 

capillaries within the same capillary bed, wall shear stresses in the semi-patent 

capillaries rise to very high levels and would be capable of damaging endothelial 

cells . The presence of erythrocyte fragments attached to endothelial cells, free 

fragments in the vascular lumen and vesicles thought to be endothelial 

pseudopodial projections attached to erythrocytes, all suggest that under 

conditions of high wall shear stress, adherent cells may be forcefully separated, 

leading to endothelial cell injury. 

A third mechanism involved in endothelial cell injury would be the presence of a 

theoretical "Babesia toxin". Such a substance, secreted by the parasite in the 

sequestered site, could cause individual necrosis of adjacent endothelial cells. 

Under circumstances of sequestration in microvessels, a parasite-derived 

substance could accumulate to toxic levels. This theory is attractive in terms of 

explaining why complications of the disease occur so seldom. The conditions 

necessary for sufficient levels of toxic build-up to develop within capillaries would 
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be rare . Soluble parasite antigens synthesised by B. canis canis are currently 

under investigation (71) . 

All the mechanisms suggested thus far are dependent on a sequestration event 

within the microvasculature leading to microvascular infarction. The assumption 

that sequestration is important in the pathogenesis of regional lesions is based on 

the fact that lesions are strictly vascular-associated. Individual endothelial cell 

injury and segmental vascular necrosis tend to occur in the microvasculature, 

where sequestration is also commonly observed. Irreversible endothelial cell injury 

could either occur through the process of necrosis or through apoptotic 

mechanisms. Babesial toxins or inflammatory mediators could potentially induce 

endothelial cell apoptosis. 

An anatomical study cannot readily address the biochemical events taking place in 

the course of a disease process, and this was not investigated in this study. 

However, the intermediate and advanced lesions of cerebral babesiosis are 

suggestive of reperfusion injury. The presence of haemorrhage supplies a source 

of free iron to the injured site (20). The influx of neutrophils provides a source of 

catalase (19,33) . Hypoxia is known to induce cerebral endothelial cells to convert 

the enzyme xanthene dehydrogenase to xanthene oxygenase (19,20) . Xanthene 

oxygenase synthesizes superoxide, a moderately active reactive oxygen species, 

which is readily neutralized by cellular antioxidant mechanisms (20) . However, in 

the presence of neutrophil-derived catalase, hydrogen peroxide is produced, 

which , in the presence of free iron and superoxide radicals , leads to the synthesis 

of hydroxyl radicals (20) . This is the so-called Haber-Weiss reaction , and the 

hydroxyl radicals produced are highly toxic and may give rise to necrotising 

vascul itis (27). It is possible during the course of babesiosis infection in the dog, 

that conditions arise which are suitable for the Haber-Weiss reaction to occur in the 

affected brain tissue, leading to the development of intermediate and advanced 

lesions. Expansion of the lesions on the periphery may be a consequence of 

diffusion of radicals along the VR-space in association with neutrophil chemotaxis. 

This theory remains to be tested. 

Finally, the astrocytic response in advanced lesions requires comment. Alzheimer 

type 2 cells are a characteristic astrocytic response to hepatic encephalopathy as 

a result of hyperammonaemia (43) . Such a response is normally disseminated 

throughout the cerebral tissue, unlike the regional cerebral lesions of canine 
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babesiosis where Alzheimer type 2 cells are only present in association with 

lesions. Although hepatic injury is a fairly common sequel to babesial infection 

(54,60) , cerebral babesiosis has never been attributed to hepatic encephalopathy. 

The fact that the brain lesions are regional rather than diffuse and that the 

astrocytic response is directly associated with the affected foci, suggest that local 

changes in astrocyte function are influenced by the local tissue injury. Whether this 

is a consequence of changes in tissue pH, release of glutamate-type 

neurotransmitter substances related to ammonium metabolism or an effect of 

astrocyte antioxidant function (48,59) , is unknown. 

The pathogenesis of cerebral babesiosis is complex and multifactorial. Each 

different manifestation of cerebral disease is determined by the co-action of a 

multitude of variable factors. No single factor can be held responsible for the 

development of lesions. Under circumstances where a critical combination of 

factors occurs at a given moment in a given patient, cerebral babesiosis ensues. 

The exact factors remain to be elucidated. Further research in canine babesiosis 

should be directed at the immunology of the disease, esp13cially the interactions 

between soluble parasite antigen, erythrocytes, lymphocytes, monocytes and 

neutrophils. Activation of cerebral microvascular pericytes was observed in both 

control and cerebral cases, suggesting that these antigen presenting cells may be 

important in cerebral immune and inflammatory responses. The primary cause of 

endothelial injury is not clear, but may be a consequence of inflammation-induced 

apoptosis , or a direct sequel to microvascular infarction (necrosis secondary to 

hypoxia, accumulation of metabolic waste products and depletion of energy 

substrates) . Microvascular infarction could be caused by sludging of erythrocytes, 

or by margination and adhesion of erythrocytes to endothelial cells. Since all these 

phenomena are present in control cases, the events leading to the individual 

endothelial injury are poorly explained. Further investigation should be aimed at the 

biochemical level and should involve an in-depth investigation of immune and 

inflammatory mechanisms. 

The role of intercurrent disease and multiple organ failure in cerebral babesiosis 

should be investigated further. An experimental investigation of therapeutic 

diamidine therapy in severely compromised patients should be conducted to 

establish whether they are at higher risk of developing cerebral disease. Further 

studies of the pathogenesis of canine babesiosis should be aimed at investigating 

the role of soluble parasite antigens or "babesial toxins", inflammatory mediators, 
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cytokines, reactive oxygen species, complement and coagulation factors in 

endothelial cell injury. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The aims of this study were: 

1). To describe the cerebral lesions of canine babesiosis at the 


macroscopic and light-microscopic level. 


It was found that gross lesions could be either global (diffuse cerebral 


pallor, congestive brain swelling) or regional (multifocal haemorrhage and 


malacia) with or without cerebral oedema. Histological findings distinctive 


for cerebral babesiosis were associated with regional lesions only. 


Histological features suggested that regional lesions develop over time in 


cerebral babesiosis . The primary site of injury appears to be at the level of 


the endothelial cell. 


2). To determine what ultrastructural pathology is present in canine cerebral 

babesiosis, and whether changes are comparable or not to those seen in either 

bovine cerebral babesiosis or cerebral malaria in man. 

The ultrastructural features of cerebral babesiosis suggest that endothelial cell injury 

occurs early in the development of lesions. Membrane stacks between erythrocytes 

and endothelial cells suggest that abnormal adhesive contact is induced between 

these cells during Babesia canis infection in dogs. 

3). To improve current understanding of the pathogenesis of cerebral babesiosis. 

The findings of this study suggest that an unknown mechanism, possibly inflammatory 

or mechanical, or a combination of both, induces endothelial cell injury in cerebral 

babesiosis. This leads to the development of regional lesions, a consequence of 

combined hypoxic and oxidative injury. Intermittent microvascular obstruction may 

increase the risk of reperfusion injury following localised hypoxia. 
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